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SUMMARY 
This report is a commentary summarizing in Appendix 1 through IO the information 
which% has been obtained in the 2 days prior to departing to Burkina Faso, during the 
various meetings held, while on site and after the return. The terms of references which 
were defined for the project (Appendix 10) can not be satisfactorily addressed, given 
the time frame of the visit and the limited funds available. 
The consultants duties are repeated for ease of reference and comments are provided 
below: 
1) ” Assess the extent and adequateness of current environmental legislation and 
regulations, the government administrative set-up for environmental management, and 
the skill capabilities of local public and private staff. Based on this assessment, the 
consultant will prepare the major activities and terms of reference (including rough cost 
estimates) for technical assistance to complete the legislative framework and build 
capacity. Particular emphasis should be placed on training requirements, encouraging 
private sector response, education and public sensitization campaigns, and 
requirements for laboratory and testing equipment.” 
Reference was made to some regulations in existence in the 1993 Mining Journal 
Article. Unfortunately these are not available and thus no comments can be made 
regarding regulations. The facilities visited are discussed in detail in the commentary. 
2) ” Numerous artisanal workings exist throughout the country. The consultant will 
prepare an initial preliminary assessment of the environmental problems associated 
with these workings. The consultant will propose project activities and terms of 
reference (including rough cost estimates) for any remedial and site rehabilitation work, 
if warranted.” 
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Some references have been presented in the report but the literature has to be 
consulted in more detail to address the problem in order to arrive at detailed project 
activities and terms of references. 
3) ” The consultant will visit the Poura gold mine and make a preliminary assessment 
of the environmental problems and conditions which may be associated with it. The 
consultant will prepare terms of reference, including cost estimates, for consultancy 
services for an environmental audit of the mine. Based on the consultants experience, 
a rough estimate should also be made of the scope and cost of services required for 
any remediation of environmental problems.” 
Selected site specific information has been assembled during the site visit and with the 
site staff. Details are summarized in Appendix 3 and some assessment is given in the 
running commentary. Some problems have been identified but terms of references have 
to be prepared based on further data collection in conjunction with mine/mill on site 
staff. 
4) ” Numerous local and international companies are active exploring in Burkina Faso. 
It is likely that over the next several years one or more major gold mines could be 
developed. The consultant will prepare terms of reference (including cost estimates) 
for environmental baseline studies to be prepared for selected areas considered the 
most prospective for mine development. The baseline studies would provide the 
fundamental environmental parameters to be considered by the government and private 
sector investors regarding the impacts and protective measures required for mine 
development. ” 
A conceptual approach is presented below. The approach is recommended, given the 
7 “1 
explosion of mining claims in the country,,,documented in the commentary report. 
The baseline data collection in Phase I provides the framework on a geographical basis 
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to facilitate environmental assessments of potential mining activities. 
It was concluded that all the data are ava@be in the country and no additional studies 
are required to collect data. The task is to assemble them in a cohesive form. 
Phase I 
The different ecological sectors of Burkina Faso where mining would produce an impact 
‘, 
have to be identified, such that environmental assessment can address these issues 
5 ~~J. 
0, ? 
I areas of acid generating potential 
,, 
- derived from mineralogical data and weathering characteristics of the rocks 
ii areas for groundwater recharge and discharge for each sub-drainage basin 
- derived from hydrological records 
- precipitation data 
- seasonal fluctuations 
III 
,,L,,; x~c ,+ .- *;:I “.‘_> 
‘, I. 
areas ‘of erosion patterns - predominant wind direction 
- derived from geomorphologicallpedological information 
iv areas of land use and vegetation coverage. 
- derived from aerial photography interpretation ,ecological literature 
This list is not comprehensive and should be expanded based on more literature 
review. 
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PHASE II 
Based on the information collected in technical data under items i - iv in phasq,,Jf it is 
proposed that areas of the country are identified where mining activities require 
specific environmental measures: 
risks can be quantified and requirements for environmental impact assessments 
can be specified on a regional basis for the country, 
the results can be related easily to the requirements for mining activities - total 
cycle, 
environmental impact statements can be derived for each region, 
the country wide identification of requirements for regions would reduce the 
administrative requirements for the regulatory arms of the country, 
restoration{ I reclamation goals can be defined realistically for each region. 
OPERATIONAL ASPECTS 
Coordinating of Phase I could be carried out by the University of OuagadougouZ 
it would strengthen the university programm’as students could be utilized, 
the university has large body of information available, 
Institute Geographique du Burkina can become with its~ facilities the information 
processing and distribution unit, to produce the maps, 
Consultant takes the terms of references and evaluates the costs in Burkina 
Faso, so that the project can be carried out by local persons. 
In Phase II ,consultants from outside the country, familiar with mining and the 
environment could develop the next phase of the project based on the information-;,& 
collected in Phase I. 
5) Other duties as may be requested by the task manager during the mission. 
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A running commentary was requested (Appendix 10, Fax dated July 29th 1995). 
and has been provided. It was only possible to marginally assess the professional and 
scientific skills of the country. Some documentation has been provided in form of 
reports collected during meetings in Burkina and some CVzshave been obtained. In 
general, I do not believe the skill base is the problem. 
It is suggested that the project be developed in the context of the avaialbe~ information 
on Mining in Africa CD-ROM : 
“Any company seriously active in the developing African market should consider 
purchasing a copy of this CD-ROM offered by the Multilateral Investment Guarantee 
Agency of the World Bank. Priced at US$1,995 each, the first edition covers 20 African 
countries and is a huge library of information, comprising over 100 full colour maps 
covering geology, mineral occurrences and other subjects, as well as thousands of 
pages of text on mining laws, investment codes, etc., etc.” Quoted from: CAMESE 
newsletter, 4th of August 1995. 
Inquires were made on the contents of the CD-ROM on Burkina Faso and apparently 
large amounts of information is contained therein on this country. Other World Bank 
projects were accessed for information, namely the IPPS data bank (Appendix 10) and 
the reply is quoted below: 
“Thank you for your inquiry regarding the IPPS and your research on the environmental 
impact of gold in Burkina Faso. Unfortunately, for the purposes of your research, the 
IPPS applies only to the manufacturing sectors (i.e., ISlCs 310 through 390). The IPPS 
has not calculated labour-based, value of output or value added intensities for the 
mining sector or other coefficients to evaluate environmental degradation. We are sorry 
we could not be of more help to you on this. Finally, should you use or publish any of 
the IPPS information, we would appreciate attribution and a copy of your work. Thank 
you for contacting us”. 
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A proposal is being prepared by Boojum Technologies Limited to integrate the 
environmental aspects of mining disturbances into the IPPS approach. 
In conclusion the site visit to Burkina Faso indicated that the need of streamlining 
activities in the environmental sector is quite urgent as indicated by the Review of the 
Environmental Procedures of International Organizations: A Preliminary Evaluation 
(Appendix 10). 
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July 6, 1995 - Visit with lndu Hewawasam at Laboratoire Central O.N.E.A., 
Ouagadougou 
With respect to equipment for chemical and microbiological determinations, the 
laboratory appears to be functional. All equipment is newly installed or in the process 
of being set up. However, there appears to be a lack of staff and a lack of work, i.e., 
samples to be analyzed. We saw one microbiological technician working on some 
plates getting ready to count. The possibility exists that the technicians were away 
from the laboratory collecting samples. If this is the case they are even more 
understaffed. 
The analytical capability is there with respect to the available equipment but the staffing 
is not compatible with the equipment. A list of equipment is given in Appendix 1. Two 
(2) chemical and two (2) microbiological technicians are listed as being on staff but they 
were not present during my visit. The laboratory would still be understaffed, even 
including the above-mentioned technicians, if all the analyses is carried out with the 
equipment available. 
Generally, in order to carry out metal and general chemistry analysis, it is expected that 
one technician can process about 200 to 300 analyses per day. If one technician tries 
to do all the determinations, including the organic chemistry along with atomic 
adsorption determinations, then not more then 70-80 analyses can be expected. The 
gas chromatographic determinations would slow down the output of the laboratory even 
further, as one technician would produce about 10 results per day. 
The analytical facilities are provided with assistance from Denmark (see address at 
bottom of Appendix 1) which also provides technical assistance. From my point of 
view, if this is the case, the technical assistance should be utilized and the appropriate 
funds provided for staffing. 
The laboratory has apparently been functioning for about one year. From discussions 
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with the chemist, I understand the analytical facility is installing an atomic adsorption 
unit in the near future. This will facilitate the analysis of metals which are relevant to 
the mining/environmental sector. In order to utilize the equipment on the list and the 
anticipated atomic adsorption units and function as an operational laboratory, additional 
staffing is required. 
I tried to establish what types of samples were being processed at the laboratory. 
Generally, the emphasis appears to be on water samples (drinking water, industrial 
water etc.). A sampling interval of once every three months was indicated and 
sampling locations appeared to be settlements in Burkina Faso (Map 1). This was 
derived from a map on the wall. I deducted from this that sampling of drinking water 
was taking place. I tried to determine if the concept of a QA/QC procedure was in 
place but it was not possible to ascertain. 
I located an organizational chart for the Ministry of Environment and Water at OSTROM 
(Appendix 2). Although the laboratory could not be located as a separate unit on this 
chart, it might be included under ONEA. 
In conclusion, if the laboratory is the environmental laboratory of Burkina Faso 
responsible for the analysis of drinking water quality (this should be a health aspect), 
the laboratory equipment is effective but the organization and staffing are entirely 
inadequate. 
The importance of QA/QC procedures, as well as the independence of the laboratory 
from the regulatory agencies, could not be ascertained. Assuming the Ministry of 
Environment and Water has regulatory authority, the laboratory should report to a 
different section or division, otherwise a conflict of interest is created. The 
organizational chart (Appendix 2) suggests that the laboratory reports directly to the 
Secretariat General which, in turn, reports to the Minister of the Cabinet Ministre d’Etat. 
The laboratory should be a separate unit or department to avoid conflict of interest and 
allow for action if water is contaminated. The Ministry cannot prosecute itself. 
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July 6, 1996 - Afternoon 
Attended meeting with the working group together with the mission leader. It was an 
information meeting about the mission and I intended to report my preliminary findings 
at the end of my visit. However it became clear that this was not a technical group. 
Hence I did not report back to the group at the end of the week. 
July 7, 1996 - Site Visit at Poura 
We arrived on site around 9.30 am and proceeded, after a short meeting with the mine 
manager, to inspect the abandoned open pits and the tailings pond. Information 
collected and summarized is presented in Appendix 3. Map 2 and Map 3 give locations 
and details of the site. The key features of the assessment are summarized below in 
point form: 
- The tailings ponds are full. Although I did not determine the pumping capacity for 
reclaimed water during rain periods, I would suspect that the flotation tailings facility is 
overflowing; it then follows that increased tailings pond capacity is required. One of 
the cells of the tailings pond was overflowing while we were visiting the site. 
Restoration of the tailings pond surface does not seem to be a problem since the 
ponded areas are already colonized by cattails. Ecological engineering approaches to 
the decommissioning of the tailings would be highly appropriate. A small effort on 
water management would cover the tailings surface with vegetation (seeding cattails). 
- Environmental monitoring of water quality has essentially been absent since 1989. 
Wells were monitored for CN and several other parameters at some time. There was 
no evidence of monitoring for As in the water. Water sampled during the site visit was 
submitted to a laboratory in Canada. The As concentrations reported are low 
(Appendix 3). 
- The pits are slowly filling up with water. The water is neutral to alkaline. No 
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evidence of acid mine drainage was found. The slopes are being colonized with 
vegetation and generally the pits appear not to pose any immediate danger. Questions 
arose with ,respect to the long term such as: 
- the effects of open water bodies are breeding grounds for malaria; 
- effects on the ground water; 
- final water table in the pits and final water quality cannot be addressed with the 
information available. The water at present is neutral to alkaline with elevated electrical 
conductivity. 
- Extensive oil spillage was evident in the diversion channel, likely originating from the 
machine shop and/or generators. 
July 8, 1995 - Read documents provided to me by mission members 
- Artisanal Mining Internal Report from the World Bank; the document did not contain 
much technical information; there was a brief introduction and overview of artisanal 
mining with some specific information on sites. A large middle section of the report 
contained political and regulatory information. The end section indicated some health 
problems. Essentially, the document did not contain any relevant environmental 
information. Returned to Craig Andrews. 
- Burkina Faso: Environmental Management Project: Staff appraisal Report. It 
contained interesting information in general, but was more of a policy statement with 
respect to what a project should be like. It contained some interesting maps on 
migration patterns of human populations in Burkina Faso and an ecological zones. No 
references were found in the text to the maps. 
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Read documents obtained by Boojum Research 
- Newspaper clippings assembled prior to departing to Burkina Faso (Appendix 4). 
It is interesting to note that according to these sources, the European Commission and 
the African Development Bank are considering 1 .I and 1.2 U.S. million dollar grants to 
assist in mining sector development. These were clippings from 1993 (October and 
December). In April 1994 the European community was considering supporting the 
Poura Mine with U.S. $520.000. 
It would be useful to examine what these funds have achieved to date and whether the 
funds were actually given. If the funds have been expended, the activities of the 
proposed project by the World Bank should be streamlined. 
- Article on Burkina Faso, Mining Journal, August 1993 (Appendix 4). 
General information which is useful to relate to all activities of the mining sector. The 
question arises whether anything has changed since this article was written. On 
Map 4 mineral occurrences are given in Burkina Faso. Why is the World Bank only 
focusing on developing gold? 
Fees for a prospecting permit are quoted as $370 and $550. Mining permits and dollar 
values are also given. There is reference to a new mining code adopted in 1993 by the 
National Assembly which indicates that companies operating in Burkina Faso should 
respect the environment. No other details given!! 
July 9, 1995 - All Day 
Visited Ouaga with Mr. Karim Kindo, Mining Engineer Head of Mine Safety. In 
discussions, it became clear that some waste water treatment and environmental 
monitoring is being done at the site, but not regularly. A list of questions was 
developed to obtain data from the site which would be useful to have for the Poura site 
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assessment. We then visited Mr.Boureima Ouedraogo to discuss with him if these data 
could be made available. A package was delivered to my hotel the following Friday, 
July 14. This information is summarized in Appendix 3. 
July 10, 1995 - Morning 
- Discussion with Georges Grandin, ORSTOM Representant au Burkina Faso. 
We discussed the long term problem which might face Burkina Faso if a mining sector 
is developed. A question repeatedly asked is: Why the gold rush? I offered my 
explanation. 
ORSTOM is a facilitator for research projects carried out by France and covers all of 
Africa. An ORSTOM organizational chart is included for Burkina Faso as Appendix 5. 
All the projects are listed. Several environmentally important projects are being carried 
out, such as 1) The Geology of for 2) Infiltration et erosion 3) hydrologye regional 
4) Gestion des ressources en eau 5) Ecologic agroforestiere and more (See Appendix 
5). When I inquired if they were interested in joining any projects, it was evident that 
ORSTOM would serve as a facilitator but was not specifically interested in a joint effort, 
Mr. Grandin has personally investigated the artisanal mine sites and gave me a good 
overview of the geology and hydrology of the Poura mine site. ORSTOM had. taken 
water samples from there previously. I could not determine if there is any ongoing 
cooperation between the Poura Mine and the organization. From the mission I received 
a list of mine claims (Map 5) which lists approximately 80 claims. From Mr. Grandin I 
received a map with 39 claims reported in May 1994 (Map 6). In June 1995, according 
to the information issued by BUMIGEB the claims increased by about 50%. Clearly 
such development calls for action rather then assessment. 
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Mr. Grandin.offered to convene a meeting if I would be able to conceptually define an 
approach to joining environmental aspects and mining together. He was essentially 
sceptical as he felt I would not be able to identify interested parties during my stay in 
Burkina. In retrospect he probably was correct, and it was only my enthusiasm and a 
certain degree of naivete which lead to the meeting on Thursday 13. A list of 
,’ 
attendants is attached as Appendix 6. and the conceptual project is outlined in the 
summary. 
Meeting with Mr. Wenmenga Urbain 
Mr. Wenmenga Urbain, University of Ouagadougou, presented me with a proposal for 
the environmental impact of artisanal mining. I also received a summary of his faculty; 
there would also be students available to start working on a program. He was very 
interested in joining the project. At the ORSTOM meeting, I suggested that as a faculty 
member with students, he should be the technical leader as this would be a good place 
to start to get local people involved in environmental projects. Education seems to me 
to be a key factor to the progress at any environmental level. 
July 10, 1995 - Afternoon 
Visit to the Institute Geographic de Burkina with mission member, Getan. 
Introduction to the Institute was given by the Director General, Ousseny Tarnanguida 
where we discussed the capabilities of the IGB. In summary, the meeting indicated that 
IGB can do everything, from numerical base mapping to GPS and air photo 
interpretation. Getan left and I proceeded to investigate, through ordering aerial photos. 
I wanted to cover the mine site for different time periods to compare the changes 
which have taken place due to the mining activities. 
First I tried to obtain regular cartographic maps. Base maps exist for the entire country 
at a scale of 1: 200,000 (somewhat uncertain about the scale). There is only partial 
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coverage available for other scales. I saw base maps (mosaics) of other scales but an 
overall almanac is not available. Around Poura maps of several scales are available. 
It took a long time to find the 1981 flight lines. This information is not organized and 
readily accessible nor is it computerized; 3 sheets of paper were located with numbers 
on them; in reply to my question, “why not?“, the answer was “we do not have 
computers down here”; I found out on the second visit that all the computerized 
services are on the second floor. 
As I was waiting in the room for the arrival,:! the 1981 flight lines, I saw a flight record 
book 1994. I investigated and found PouraFflown in 1994. I indicated this record to Mr. 
Sawadogo Ousmane Francis who was assisting me and he acted surprised but then 
proceeded to find the aerials. We successfully placed an order for the photographs to 
be printed and I picked them up on Friday the 14th. 
The conclusion is that they have no context of providing a service to an industry or no 
concept as to why a service is needed. In summary, similar to the laboratory, there is 
an institute with facilities but which lacks a sense of purpose, a reason for being, drive, 
organization and management. It appears that the aid industry has produced 
institutions which do not naturally exist and thus the interest in the institutions to 
perform is imposed with no awareness of the purpose. 
July 11, 1995 - Site visit to Artisanal mine site 
This was a most interesting trip. In May 1995 the World Bank organized a round table 
discussion of these activities and the conclusions are enclosed as Appendix 7. Given 
the magnitude of the problem it is not possible to formulate a professiona! opinion from 
one site visit. I support the conclusion from the round table. A~sokd summary of the 
conditions of the artisanal mining activities in the country should be made. A reference 
as a starting point might be the ARC report by: Baubacar B. Zanga and Kabore and 
Ouedrago. J. Etude de Base sure I’exploitation miniere artisanate au Burkina Faso and 
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other information based on the round table discussion. 
One observation that might be of interest (depicted in photographs given in Appendix 
7) is the colonization of indigenous plants taking place on the site. This would suggest 
that the ground is not sterile and rehabilitation is possible. Several ideas came to mind, 
such as collection of rain water and utilization of abandoned pits for water storage. 
Generally, however, an organized approach to finding solutions for rehabilitation efforts 
has to be based on an evaluation of several sites which have different ages and are 
located in different habitats or ecotones. 
July 12, 1995 - Morning 
Meeting with Louis Traore from S.P Pane National Environmental Action Plan, This 
was initially a very frustrating meeting as I was given to believe that the program had 
been cancelled by the World Bank. Mr. Traore was located in an office with a 
computer. He presented me with a program which made good sense for the collection 
of environmental data but I could not get him to show me what had been collected. 
Ultimately we communicated and he understood what I was looking for, namely basic 
information on hydrology, soil conditions and ecological information on a country wide 
scale. He introduced me to his boss, Mr.Prosper K. Sawadogo who, along with some 
other coworkers, who all indicated their wish to be able to help. I understood in 
retrospect, afler reading the Burkina Faso National Environmental Action Plan, which 
was formulated in August 1991, the level of frustration which I sensed during the 
meeting. The plan is a document which calls for action and those were not evident to 
me by 1995. 
As my communication with Mr. Traore improved and he understood what I was 
interested in, we made an arrangement to see the Institute Geographic again, where 
most of the information I wanted for the environmental planning for the mineral sector 
was available. An outline of this information and the project is given in Appendix 8. 
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July 14, 1995 - Morning 
A meeting was requested by the mission leader with a consultant who could provide 
organisational and communication aspects of any project which might be organized. 
The questions below were prepared prior to the meeting with consultant Abdoulaye M. 
Barry from SIGNUR. There were used as a guideline for a discussion to establish if 
he would be suitable to work on the project. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
What are the capabilities of the company? 
Company profile and Mr. Barry’s resume attached in Appendix 9. 
What are the competitors doing? 
I did not get an answer to this. He claimed there are no competitors. 
What does he think Burkina Faso’s problems are? 
I did not receive an appropriate answer to this. He had not formulated a clear 
political position. 
What is his understanding of the gold rush? 
He had not thought about it. 
What does he think will happen if they find a gold ore body (large enough to 
exploit and develop? 
His view was it would be useful if mining and agriculture could be combined. 
What are his views of the University? 
He was not connected to anyone specifically at the University thus he was 
ambivalent. 
What are his views of the Geographical Institute? 
He had never heard of it in detail, nor had he used it for any of his contracts. 
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8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
What are his views of ONEA or the water management of Burkina Faso? 
He agreed with my suggestion that this organization is controlling the country. 
What does he think about the exploration activities? 
He thought nothing of it one way or the other, but he thought it was a positive 
development. 
What does he know about the World Bank project? 
He claimed to know very little, but indicated that it had been going on for a long 
time. 
Terms of reference - cost development and supervision, is this work you could 
carry out? 
He shows a clear understanding of the plan I would like to see carried out, 
should a project materialize. This understanding is expressed in Appendix 9. 
What other sources of contracts do you have, such as Billiton or Anglo 
American? What is your daily rate and what do you call a days work? 
He indicated that he is assisting Billiton in logistics. No indication of the amount 
of work which could be expected from a day as a project coordinator could be 
derived. 
July 14, 1995 - Afternoon 
Arranged visit to the University with Nariam Ouangrawa who attended the ORSTOM 
meeting on July 13th 1995 about the project. 
We visited the University with Mr. Barry and were introduced to Alain Nindaoua 
Savadogo , Maitre de Conference d’Hydrologie at the University of Ougadougou. After 
discussions with him about the potential project, he showed us his LANDSAT facilities 
which were very impressive. He did not know about the facilities available at the 
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Institute de Geographique due Burkina IGB. His laboratory can carry out 
groundtruthing of LANDSAT interpretation with all the instrumentation. Some was 
supplied by a company in Canada. 
My conclusion from this afternoon was that cooperation between organisations in 
Ougadougou is non-existent and even the resources available within the same 
institution are not necessarily shared. This was particularly evident when we returned 
to the Institute the Geographique (IGB) to pick up the aerial photographs. Yes I had 
a delivery of a series of aerial photographs, comparing the same area several years 
apart. The flight lines were placed on a topographical map by Sawadogo Ousmane, 
who is a flight line operator with 830 h experience. 
\\,\‘ r’c, 
He IS at the Institute since 1980 and 
his resume is given in Appendix 9. If it had not been for his assistance, obtaining the 
aerials would have been more complicated. He marked the flight lines and located the 
places for which aerial photographs were available. 
On the day before I had visited the upstairs of the same Institute, where computers are 
availabl$.tihich have the capability to produce maps for Burkina of different relevant 
environmental information. Clearly there is no coordination between upstairs and 
downstairs in the institute and among the institutions. 
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LABORATOIRE CENTRAL O.N.E.A. 
1 - LABORATOIRE CHIMIE GENERALE : 
Equipemcms principattx Paratil&reS inesttr&s 
Auto-snalyseur : 
Spectropbotomi?trc : 
Pbotom&e P flamme : 
N.?pbphQ~mktre : 
Etuve 105 ’ C : 
Four 55O’C : 
Distillateor : 
Conductivimhe : 
Titrigaphe : 
Nitrite, Nitrate, Ammoniaquc, Phosphate. 
Fer, Mangaobe, Nitrites/Nitrates, Ammoniaque, Phosphate, 
Silice. 
Sodium, Potassium. 
Turbidit& Sulfate. 
Maths en suspension. Residu sec. 
Perte au Feu. 
Awte de Kjeldabl, Ammoniaque. 
Conductivit& 
Chlorures, Fluonms, AlcalhitC VA/TAC), pH. 
2 - LABORATOIRE CHIMlE ORGANIQUE : 
Eqoipements principawi ParaIttkes mestis 
Cbromatograpbe phase gazeuse : Pesticides Organocblotis, Hydrocarbures, ChlorOfOtmc. 
TOC Amdyser : Carbone Organique Total. 
Equipement GCn&al : Centrifugeuse, Rota vapeur, etc . 
3 - LABORATOIRE MICROBIOLOGIE : 
Equipemcnts principaux Paramhes mesuh 
Ittcubateurs (21’C , 37-C. 44-C ) 
Rampe de Filtration 
BaiwMarie 
Microscopea 
Autoclaves 
Getmcs Totaux, Coliformes Totaux, Coliformes Fkcaox. 
Compteur de colonies 
4 - EFFECTIF O.N.E.A. 
1 Cbhiste ! Chef do labo 
2 Tecbniciens cbimie 
2 Techuicieos microbiologic 
1 Assistant administratif 2 ceh7’-d 
1 chauffeur 
1 Assistant du labo 
5 - CONSEILLERS TECHNIQUES 
w - L’htiNt pour h C&lit& des EattX 
Agent All& 11 
DK 2970 Horsholm 
D.Qlcmark 
ORGANIGRAMME DU MINISTCRE DE L’ENVIRONNEMENT ET DE L’EAU 
I 
Do” 
I J 
SIGLES 
IGS : Inspection Generale des Services 
SP/CNGE: Secretariat Permanent du Conseil Nat 
SPOIE : Secretariat Permanent des Organismes 
BE : Bureau d'Etudes ~. ~_- _ _ - 
,ional pour la Gest 
1 Inter Etats 
,ion de 1'Environnement 
DGEF : Direction Generale des EauX et FOretS ~~.__ 
DFVAF : Direction de la Foresterie Villageoise et de'l'AmCnagement Forestier 
DFC : Direction de la Faune et des Chasses 
DP : Direction des Pkhes 
DREEF : Direction Regionale de 1'Environnement et des Eaux et Forgts 
DGPE : Direction CRnBrale de la Preservation de 1'Bnvironnement 
DPA : Direction de la Prevention des Pollutions et de I'Assainissement 
DAU : Direction des Amdnagements Urbains 
DGH : Direction G&n&ale de 1'Hydraulique 
DAEP : Direction de 1'Approvisionnement en Eau Potable 
DHA : Direction de 1'Hydraulique Agricole 
DIRH : Direction de 1'Inventaire des Ressources Hydrauliques 
DRH : Direction Regionale de 1'Hydraulique 
DAAF : Direction des Affaires Administratives et Financikes 
DEP : Direction des Etudes et de la Planification 
DFPS : Direction de la formation Professionnelle et des Stages 
ONBAH : Office National des Barrages et des Amenagements Hydro-agricoles 
ONEA : Office National de 1'Eau et de 1'Assainissement 
ONPF : Office NAtional des Puits et Forages 
FEER : Fonds de 1'Eau et de 1'Eguipement Rural 
AMVS : Autorite de Mise en Valeur de la Vallee du Sourou 
MOB : Maitrise d'ouvrage de Bagr6 
ONASENE: Office National des Services d'Entretien, de Nettoyage et d'Embellissment 
ENEF : Ecole Nationale des Eaux et For&ts 
CNSF : Centre National de Semences Forestikes 
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Table 1: Chemistry of samples collected July 7, 1995 
Table 2: Arsenic concentration 
samples collected July 7, 1995 
Table 3: Comparison of water chemistry 
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Fig. 1: Comparison of pH 
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Fig. 2: Comparison of CN 
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Fig. 4: Comparison of Si02 
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Fig. 5: Comparison of Cu 
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6.2 AIkalhcchlorhttan : 
6JJ &n&try. The q&afire chlw-bation procwrr for the destruction of cyaniae is 
based on is ozidatiwr by the hypwhlorite iOn 8t pH values in the r~gc 10 to 11. 
The hypbchlarite may be provided by the me of &her llquld chlorine or solid 
cakium hypochlorke. Uquid chlarlne, if uxd, is fed w a gag and reacts first with rhc 
wata of the transpcrtlng aoluthn to gaWate hypdilcdte Ion, the actual oxidizin& 
specks. An qui~aknt amomt of hydrochlaic acid is als produced thrrr necessitating 
the slmultanwus addition of lime to maintain ttk pH a; 10.5 or above. This ia nacossar/ 
in a&r m avold volatilkation Of the lnltial reactlon pmdoct! cycficg~ chklde. 
(Cyanogen chloride converts rapidly to cyanate lcn prod&d that the pH.ia not allowed to 
drop below 10.5.) Filetal complex cyanides, with the exception of farmcyanids, behzvc 
simllerly kn much more slowly, the metals prWpltatlng zs hydrozidas as tha compkxes 
M broken up. The ferncyanide Ion, en the other hznd, is otidtzcd to ferricyanidc, 
cnnzuming hypo&lorite but rem&g in solution. If chlorine or hypodrlorltc addkim 
aro continued, cycnatc is flnt hydrolyzed to ammonium and Carbonate ions. The ammonia 
is than oxidized through a sari= of chlamines, witi nitrogen as the final product. In 
~actlce the rescdon ls usually stopped at the cy?nare stage. Oxidation of thiocyannrre 
fotlow a similar quencc, the sulphur component being simultanwuzly oxidized to 
rulphate. m latter-reaceion CQMume5 gO% more chlorine and 125% more llmr xhan 
does that with cyznidz. The equations fa these reaaiw are shown In Figures X.1 and 
6.22. A number of other soluth compmarts tcnsume chlorine and lime, albelt in lesser 
am-?& Where the settling pwrd receiving the treated waste has lnsufflclent rnontlon 
tints for ditpipatlon of excess oridant ~ypocNorltc and chloraminw), an additional 
dechlcrlnation step u&g a sulphite salt may be McesWy ro shinate r&dual toxicity. 
4 total of six ahline dhriitlon drcults have been imtalkd at Canadian 
---a. me of which is still -rating (Table 6.2.1). At lexst 
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Formatlon of HY&lorlte Porn Chlorine 
\ 
Cl2+H20 + ~OCl+HcI 
HOC1 + HCI + Ca(OI-02 + ’ 
1/2CaCl2~;/2C4OC02~2H$i3 
o!&iaticn of cyanide: 1st staue 
2NaCN + CdOC& + 2 Hz0 + 
2 CNCl t CdOn)2 t 2 NaOH 
CdCNOi2 + CrU2 + H20 
Oxidation of Cyanide: 2nd Stsere 
G&NO)2 + 4 H20 Lprewcc of CdOClk4 + 
(NH& Cog + CaCO3 
2 ~Nl-bj)z) co3 l 3 WOW2 + 2 ca m-D2 * 
2N;!+3tiCI2+2Ca~3+~oH2~ 
0vefa.U Reaction Oa + 3b) 
2 C&NO)2 + 9 C4OCb + 2 C4OHh - 
2~*3C&CI2*4Cac03*2H20 
07/10:95 14:07 W604 640 33.46 ‘EXK CORP. EKG. !a003 
la 
16 
2a in3tarltanwus 
flndepcndmt of PHI 
2b pH 10-115-7 minutu 
pH 8.5~%lO-30 minutes 
- 
3a I to 1.5 hours 
23 rrpid 
FfGURE 6.2.1 EQUATKM OF ALKALINE CHLORINATION REACTIONS 
I 07/1e:95 li:07 w604 640 6366 lmx CORP. m-c. 
I 1 
Oxidation of ThIomnare 
Na CNS .e 2 Cdou)2 + Ca(OH)2 + b 
I 1 
NaCNO+CaS‘&+ZCaCi2+H20 
Oxidation of ?‘hiosul~ts 
Ca+3j+2ca~0~+Ca(0~ + 
2WO1,*2CaCl2+H20 
I 1 oxidation of Edetaltvanids Comolcaos 
I zinc 1 Na$dCN)r, + 2 CsLOCh l ca(OHk? - 
I 
2 Ca(CNOI2 + Ca Cl2 + 2 Na Cl + WX-% br 
1 
_ . 
I COPWr 
I 1 
2 Na2 C&N)3 + 3 CdwtiZ + b(O* s 
3 G (CNO)z + b Na Cl + Ca cJ2 + CdOH)t 6b 
I] k?!! 
11. 
b N~ac, F&N)6 l WOC112 + 2 Hz0 - 
b Naj F&N)6 + Q Na OH + CaClz 6-z 
. . 
I i . 
I ! 
FIGURE 6.2.2 CHLORINATION REACTIONS OF OTHER GOLD MILL EFFLUENT 
CONSTITUENTS 
tAM.E &?.I IJESCR~PTION AND oPERAI~NG+IISTORY OP ALKALINE CHLORMAIION AT GOLD MINES 
.____.___-_ - __.. -----__--.----.---.---__ ----- 
Mill waste strasm Operating History 
~PaCh, treated -.- 
Mine tons/day (0orC) m 
d method, --- 
Started Terminated Remarks 
-.-----.. -. -_-- .--.-_-__.- ..-- -..-.-a- 
Mosquitocreek loo 
Baker IQ0 
Carolfn I250 
Smtile 160 
Detour Lake 2250 
Giant 
Yellowknlrc 
Crey Eagle 
~Calllomial 
1250 
500 
Rsrreo, 0 
Rarrm, C 
ClP talllngs slury, 
c 
TPO, c 
TPO, c 
April, 1980 1981 
Spring, 1981 Oct., 1982 
. March, 1982 Oct., 1982 
Oct., 1981 Sept., 1982 
Sept., 1983 Summer, 1984 
Aug., 1981 still operating 
Mine ceased operation 
Switched to X)2-M, 
them mine ceased 
opaatlon 
Swltched to SOyaIr, 
hren only) then mine 
ceased operation 
Switched to XI~ak, 
then mine ceased 
operation 
Test@ atkallne chlorln- 
adon and other processes 
on I-PO 
Includes arsenic removal 
Oct., 1982 still operatlpg - 
-  --_-_ -  ___._I_ - - . . -  ._.__-_ .---.- -_-.... 
{I) 
___----- 
(2) 
R = batch operatkmi C = con~huous operation. 
TPO = taifings pond overflor. 
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- i%i~tW; to COiWTt liquid Chlor!M to dtkiM gu 
s Chlorinator: a ablnet cmtalning an upirator-lnjectcr. optrated by water 0~ & 
solution to bctmatc(l, te draw in end &salve dte chlorine ~8.8 and dl$tdti~tc the 
r~&rtg hyp&!oritc soluti0n. It &0 COnttifts the necctswy flow meters, pr~-e 
gauges and cantro1 valvtvu. 
Using calcium hypochlorifei 
Yolumetrlc dry feednr with feed IWX COIVXOL 
Lima SU~Plyz 
The mill recitculatlng llmc slurry is norm&y used. Aiternativcly, a separate 
slurry system (u a volumetric dry feeder can be employed. 
Reactim Veueb - I 
Carrosiankaistwtt baffled stirred tank of sufflcfent voiums to give I i/2 TV 
4 hours retention time. 
D&loriMtIar Eoulpment (if rccluimd~r 
Volumetric dry reagent feeder fff sodium sulphia or handling end mersring 
equipment for SO2 gm. 
Lime and acid feeding equipment far pH control. 
Reaction vessel tortash resistant, btiled stirred ;a& to give 39 minute 
retention time. 
Flow meter far 8olution to be treated. 
pH measuring, ncordlng and cantrcdlhg cqulpmem. 
Redox measuring, recording and controlling equipment. 
Residual chlorine anaiyter. 
Awlicat1gn: 
ln addition to rigorous m&tarancu of e minimum pH of 10.5 in the reactor 
tank, control depends on o&&On redtim (“redOd pOtrStiti (ot ORP) mCaSWUmCnts. 
lhir ptentl~ is maintained at a vnluc high enough to ensure complete conversion of 
cyuride to cyanz~te by me+nual or automatic adjrrstment of the Chlorine addition or of the 
I 07/19:95 11:oo mo4 e.lo S585 
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flow of the SO~U~~OO to be treated. However this stcategy Is not always effmve, A,, 
alternative @antrol strategy now under investigation & to measure yotaf rd&l 
&forir& (TX) in the treated CfflMnt. TM presence of residuaf chforfne Is an indjcatfon 
that the oxidation of cytiide to cyanate Is complete. periodic TRC and potentiomctrjc 
t&abns of tha solutictn to be treated, wing a stendard sodium hypochlarite solutl~, are 
SometimeS amp~oyed t0 estabhh the IWJSt effeCthe cWWol pOWItid5, aa in Plgure.6.2.3 
(2aidi. Whittle 1982). 
-I w * I 
. 
200. 
. 
. l 
I, 
0  
d 1 I I 10 n 
FIGURE 6.2.3 REDOX AND TRC RESPONSE CURVE DURfNC TfTRATfON OF GOLD 
MILL BARREN WITH STANDARD HYF’OCHLORITE SOLUTION (Zaidi, 
Whittle 1967) 
During the period Sztober 1981 to March 1983, Environment Canada with the 
assistance of a consultant, completad B study of the performance Of alkaline chlorination 
planta at 3 mills in Brltih Columbia ~~Mosqulto Creek, Baker and CarolIn) and one in the 
Northwest Territories (Giant YellowknIfe) (Brodie, 1983; Zaldl, Brodie 1983). Environ- 
ment Canada also conducted a separate survey. 
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Flgureg 6.2.0 to 6.2.8 arc the rerpective flow sheets. Table 6.2.2 fisa the 
operating parametO~ af the phth while Table 6.2.3 ihtratas their eiiidency in 
t=mS of cyanide and rn+ls removal (the values art averages and hems may not be 
completely mutually consistent). AIthOUgh there are wide vulatlons in ths composltims 
of bath the treated and. the Umreated W~fteWatW, all systems were extremely effmivs 
h removing CN,,, With % WWJds Fanghg fmm 98.7 to 99.9%. hma plants were 1-s 
effqcdve in removing CNT due to the presence of slgniflcant Ievelx of iron in solution. 
This c0nfirms the inaLiectlvenW Of ahlIne chhriidan far the rcmuvsl of Iron cyanl&. 
Copper and zinc, an the 0th~ hand, were effectively removed (90.7 to 99.6%). It should 
bn pointed out that the xtudk whictr provided this l&cm&ion ca~ixted of only 2 to 
~me-wedr campaigns. In sddition, all but Clam Yellowknife were new opwratkns and 
the alkaline chlorination sptcrru hnd not been ogtlmksd. The data of Table,6.+4, 
txns’utig af the aV-maggeS Of the tip% fOf the Whole 1984 operating perlod at Giant 
Ydowimife probably provlde a better indication of the rellabiity of alkalhu chlorination. 
fhe excellent quality of the railings pond decanr, except for ammonk, b noteworthy. 
Except In the case of Giant Yellowknife, CNwm war reduced to less then 
1 mg/L In all plant effluents~ At Giant Yellowlarift, following rerentian in a pollshlng 
pond, CNW dropped to 0.10 mg/l 
Iran cyanide levels of all the streams excqt the CarolIn tailings pond ovaflow 
were reduced substantially but nevertheless In most casea remained unacceptably high, U 
~na would eqect, &cc alkaline chloflnatlon Is not effective in rktroyii iron cyarddcr. 
Where thlacyanats levels in the feed were high rhors vu a corresponding increase in the 
cyanate level In the effluent. The levclt oi copper and zinc varied con$iderably and may 
have been infhmced by the metsl-complexlng actkm of the ammonia produced as a result 
of hydrolysis of cyanate. 
In addldcn, Chlorine confumptlon in meet eases wu highly dependent on the 
conmxradaa fwais of other oxidixabk constituents, vying from 5 kg Cl2 to 12.3 kg per 
k CNt. R&dual chlorine levels In the trsated barren roluti~ range from fairly high KO 
very h&h. kt the case of the barren solution from the Baker mill, it was deliberarcly 
over&sed with chlorine, ~4th the intarim of destroying the residual cyanide contained in 
the untreated solid tallingx slung when rlu ram streams came together in the taUings 
pond. At Giant Yellowknife, chlorine cnnrumptlcn in the qanido htcuction stage is 
dcmawd due to the requkement to oxldlze trivalent arsenic 10 pontavalent amtic. 
Esess chlorine is also needed in the solution exiting from this stage to provide for the 
oxidation of ferrous iron which is added to precipitate ferric ar6enate. 
.-; 
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Burkina Faso Mining Aid 
The Eurowan Commission is considerinn 
a grant of Ecu1 million ($7X31.12 mill&j 
I 
for emergency aid to support the mining 
sector in Burkina Faso. The grant will 
included technical assistance ($110,000), 
equipment 6500,000). and other control 
I 
and evaluation inputs. The equipment 
orders will be placed as won as possible. 
Technical assistance will be required 
upon delivery of equipment is Burkina 
I 
Faso. The E.C. officer reponsible for the 
project is Mr 0. Fachada EuropeanCam- 
mission. 200 rue de la Loi, B-1049 
Brussels. Belgium. Tel: (+32 2) 296 232’7. 
BURKINA 
MANGANESE 
The first batch of manganese ore from the 
Tambao mine in northern Burkina Fago 
left the country this week as part of a 
pro~a~mme to asses various transport . _ 
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me African DeveIopment Fund bs 
appmv& 0 technical assistance Brant of 
sUn.2 millio”to help fwncea f-ibi! 
stidy on gold pmjects within Burl?- 
Fm. The study will consist of a detald 
geol~eal reeonmissan~ of gold dewit% 
eva]u&o” and classification Of RSW+W 
metallurgical tits, and identification pf 
optimum mining methods. The study w,” 
=lso include marketing and fi”a”Cld 
aSSeJSme*ts and a” environmental impact 
tidy. The feasibility contraCt will be let 
by tender to short-listed companies. Fur- 
ther information can beobtained from the 
Dirwkur general. BUNU de Mines et 
de la %logie du Burkina Fw, P.0: BO.X 
~1, &agadougou 01, Burkina Faso. Tel: 
(+zz.i) 300194. Fax: 300187. 
*mm a-sore some 50,ooot 0f ore aTe 
sent to Potential customers for evaluation. 
OffiCials said that these trial N”S. which 
will determine the international compe- 
titiw”S of Tambao manganese. would 
allow them to identify the bet me”s of 
tinSPOrt and to issue firm short- a”d 
medium-term haulage co”trw before 
commercial production begins at Tamb 
in 1994. The 800 t batch was rail& t,~ the 
7vorY GJ%%t port of Abidjan and truck 
mm to Terns in Ghana will be evaluated 
later this year. 
I~~~teddOOkm “ortheastoftbecapital, 
Ou~gadougo~,Tambsoisbeingdeveloped 
u”dera$15mi1lioninvestm~“tagreem~”t 
b@S%?” the Burkina Government, which 
holds 35% of the project. and Canad& 
7”~mtar Mining Group, with the remain- 
ing 65% The deposit hats a” estimated 
19rvft of reServeS averaging 50% ma”. 
gd”~ and, with Potential pmductio” 
peggedat 140,000t/ywithintwoy~~,the 
Tamb- project could bmst the Burkina 
booty by more than $141 million/y. 0 
flrti.u~- J/-l< ,JC, iqyj 
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Randgaldvld Exploration Ltd Iw 
anrmmd that itscurrent 
erplordtion pmgrammein wet 
Nrica had yielded a ‘pmmixing” gold 
d&very in Bwkina Fax The South 
Nrican company said in a statement 
that thediscoverywaswithinthe 
Qmmatenga pm+ in which 
Randgold. the operator, and 
Newmont Mining Carp. each own P 
45% interest. A Burkina Fuo 
company hasa 10% subscription 
right on tk pm&t 
Resultr from the two targetr. 
investigated to date had cmlirmed 
gold mineraliition in elevaed 
quantities and encouraging rev& 
had kn obtained from a third target 
located near a bread shex zone 
Sampling fmm the first trench 
excavated acm part al tk third 
target returned a bmad mne of 
mntinuous mineraliition yielding aa 
aveiagegradeoll p/t. Tbestatement 
added that work va~mntiiuing, 
acquiring P one-tmm sT.axe “I u.c 
gguL pi 46 IZW- 
:ML LEiuna Faso 
Eumpean Miming FimnceLtd 
(EMF), the London-ba3ed mining 
hame company has completed it.9 
acquisitioaola51% stakein 
STREM-COSA(STREMC0I.a 
company r&teed in Burkina F&w. 
STREMCOholdsan8001 
exp,oration permit whkh include a 
largeareaofAxl!za~~ 
sevenI partly expld sold SeioJ 
indicate resoum?s of 500.000 t 
g,adii lOg/tgoldtoadeptbof7Om. 
ofwhich210.000 tgradiig 10.23gfi 
are in the probable - categw 
krshallowopenpit minius The& 
a~apaatdepthandmuchoftbe 
area covered by tk explontiw 
permit remains unt5ted. Reduction 
atanteof 7,000 cz/ywillmmmence 
in the second half of 19’35, with initial 
cash carts 01 len than s2oO/oz. 
Mineral &search Ltd at Kenown& 
British cdumbii 
&l%Lic Tnc NOJ d/p 
ArbisansWorlc 
Gemaque Ground 
I.ocalnrtisnalmk?raminingby 
band,luvekenexploitingnglpld- 
bearing quartz vein in the nmthwat 
vmimt of Gecmque hplordtkis 
~km’DiipermitinBwkk,a 
FPaTbealdc.xuminb&wkh. 
wtialquwtzwinabicbiebuupto3m 
inwidtb~dupxedalong8Om 
length Thm samples of died 
vein maw returned values of 
5.8glt Au. 25.2gjtA”and 25.1 g,t 
Au, and asam~leoltailinasfmm tk 
artw ltmiry opeatiom graded 
13.1 s/t Au. 
Area rvatsance geuchemical 
survey completed by Gmmaque in 
mid-1934. included the art&am 
mrkingr and a strong gold amm,aly 
wartrxedlorx5km.Thequartz 
~insystemisbeingesamedbya 
serimftrerlch~~thageoehe~ 
fid kingexpa&dandamme 
detailed geo&mia.l sampling 
pm&mm due to k completed next 
Aqwtzt+my9eminthe 
nwtheutqludlarltolthepemdtk 
alsnbeiiminedbylocalart&aA 
mmpccdtesampleoldedvein 
matdlamragd41g/tAu.Thk 
~inay&mriUal.wkexplmedby 
kencldngduringtkwt 
Pmgrnmmc 
North and West Africa 
Burkina Faso - Egypt - Ivory Coast . Liberia 
9h.i&,3 + fsb% 
Mauritania - The Gambia * Chad * Niger . Nigeria . Togo 
Algeria . Senegal - Benin . Cameroon i Sierra Leone 
%A,-$’ &-ti,L7d I’ 
Mali . Ghana . Libya - Sudan * Tunisia * Morocco . 
Ghea L.j$ if:,+ 
Burkina Faso 
By A. Notholt’ 
BURKE-U FASO rcmainr oue of 6x Icast 
dcvehpcd counttier in tbe world. mainly by ti- 
NC of iD landkxkcd location and poor infrasac- 
lure. *~c”lt”rc, lbe maillslE? of Ihe co”nay‘c 
m,,omic gmvdl. is abuosl a* rub3incnK IeYef 
and the,, are only Limked na~ral mowca. 
Burkina Fsro lb”3 conlin”er lo rely wry heavily 
or, id bum ovc,stas donors. notnbly hm E”rc. 
pen Union onmtier. particularly France, swell 
as fr,,ematioaal funding agcods. Fo,“ma,ely. 
swb support has provided for sxtained gms,k, 
crpaed in ,ul GDP ,e”w 10 be arouad 34% in 
199344. Although considerable emphasis is 
placed by the govcmmem on developing the 
pentill of the mining yno, 8s a mum of 
providing dg,d6~, cxpan eandngr. mining is 
rtiu very hni,ed and a, presem b rwriaed u) ,ba, 
of gold a, several utLar,lal cmacli~n sites and the 
qu,,,,ying of ma&e. Mine p,od”&rm of gold in 
1592 was l,m tg (meld mn1mt), much lar lban 
lbe 3,.wl kg rcponcd for 1991. but this appcamm 
represent oniy lbo”, 40% of t0w.l pmd”cdon 
beaux of cnemive smuggling. Eqnm of gold 
acwunt for man of *e canny’s foreign revenue. 
Gold and Z3nc/Silvw 
The Foun underground gold mine, dinted 
160 km routbwest of Ouagsdougou, was oper- 
aled by lbe So6616 dc Recbcxbcr er d’Exphi,a- 
tion MiniCm d” B”rkh (Soremib), in vtdcb Ihe 
government bad a 60% rake, the remainda 
being held cgvally by the Ishmic Devclopmen, 
Bank and C&aminer, ,be latter a rubaidury of 
the French Bwa” de Rccbercbcr G6ologiq”a n 
Mirdtra (BRGM). Cofnmina has wilbdrdvn 
from tbc p,ojec,. however. md the govemmc”, 
h rcekiag ,,evl paMerr lo mndn”e cxphnadon 
and mining a, Porn. Proved and probable 
reerves a, Poura are a,i,“~td at 512,wl kg of 
gold in ore avcrngiag II g&R. wivilb addidonal 
posffk rso”M of .%*.Mo kg assaYing 94 g!? 
Of gold. 
Tnc wood major pmjem, the developmen, of 
= Zn-Ag mire a, Perkoa, 100 km WCS* of O”aga- 
dougott. bar been delayed mainly bcouw of 
prcvriliag pm, base metal pricer bu, WY also 
bscavsc of vncevainticr rcgardjng adcq”lU 
lmlls+orl facili,ier. The Pckoa orebody. skvaud 
Some 36 km nOnbares, of Koudougo”. ho”1 30 
km from tbc railway wbicb links Ouagadmgou 
md the pan of Abidjnn in Ivory Corn, k a 
=tUfve rulphide body rcpawd 10 mati 6 MI 
of ore grading y~mc 18% Zn and some hr. I, 
vL( reported early in 1994 tha, rke second phase 
of development was being p”, in hand. involving 
the Cubing of a 300 m shah for bulk sampling a”d 
pilot plan, testing. ‘Ibe mine is crpcncd t0~pr.a 
duct about sM.mO VY of o,c, ,a Yield some 
IS.aw l/y of mncenna,cr or about 85,cQo * of 
zinc over a u-year mine Me. Hovevcr. CrJmmcr. 
dal opcntionr are now unlikely to begin before 
1995. The mine repsem a joint venture 
belween Bolidon h,cmalio*l h4ildng (65%). 
responsible for managing the projec,. and the 
sta,c-smed B-v de Mines c, de 11 Gdoiogic 
(35%). capital costs for the project Mmm, 10 
*us77 milbo”. 
%YPt 
By A. No&oh 
EGWTs emnomy has for Y)LN yevr depended 
bewily on ,e8e”“CI from oil Saks. Rmi1lances 
from Egyptian nationals vorking owseas, tour- 
ism. and revenues from the Suez Canal. Pmblcmr 
fo, the louris, i,,dt,s”y due 10 ,c,,o,ir, ac,ivi,~ by 
bbmic militan, groups remain and thne, 
togelber with tbc fall in oil prices. am re&aed in 
some de&x in economic growb. the real GDP 
being Wimmcd a, onlY about 1% in 1993, corn- 
pared to 4.4% in ,992. nu oil xclor accv”nu for 
over 15% of GDP and q o,e than 50% of upon 
earning. FToduction of crude was mainmined a, 
abovt 87O.m) bb”d in 1993. a level expected u) 
be mainubud over the next duet years. During 
,993, a sigubkan, nrtur., gas dfrmvety. by 
Amcm in its East Babcem concession in tbc 
Mcdilerrancm, has raked bopr of the cvemual 
dmlopment of . gas 6cM mnQanble in size 
vi* *a, of Egypt’s N,le,,, main gas-producer, 
Ab” Madi. Revenues from the Suez Canal. 
anotbcr major source of fomign exchange. can- 
tived a, the high level of j”r, over SITS2 billion. 
a,C,ougb tbc Canal is reponed ,o be opcrntlng 
we” below its capacity. 
Mineral Production 
An imerwing wriety of mine& is produced 
in Egypt, but mining mminucr 10 be on a limited 
wk. with tbc aolablc exnpdon of ima ore, 
pboqh,e rock. 8ypum and sal,. 
,,a ore deposits ~nently worked in the 
Babariya O&r in the Western Dewn. are linked 
by a 350 km railway ti,b the Helwaa imrheecl 
rnmpk* on the River Nile. capacity of which is 
king tid from ho”, 1.1 Ml/y 10 1.5 Mt/y by 
1995. II a om of some 1250 miuio.. Production 
is sound 24 Mtly. The Matic Development 
Bank has agreed ,o lend 515 milho” to Ihe Egyp 
titan Iron B Steel Co. for eqvipmcm in the con- 
rmaio,, of Egypt’s ,im special steels plan, a, 
Sadat Ciry between Cairo and Alcxaodria. Con- 
rmmion of the complex. rhc ma of wbicb hrr 
bee” &mated I, gl2MlM miUoo. ir. rbedvled 
to begin in 1994. Initial produaioa is expected in 
19% a, a “le of lal.all ,ly, e”cs,“ally ,ising 10 
L%am l/y IO met, Egypt’s ace& for rpcinl 
steel. Tbc operaor is to be the Arab Co. for 
SF&al steel (Amstccl), in wbivh MnaUur@cPl 
Indlmries Corp., the Narional hvcsunea, Bank. 
aad Saudi Arabian grooups are rtponed 10 be 
among those ~4th a stake in the projen. Nippon 
Kokan bvc been engaged as 03ns”Iu.u. 
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B urklna Faso, formerly known as Haute Volta, is one of a number of west African countries that achieved political independence in the early 1960s. Its national history can 
be traced, however. far earlier than that, to when a legendal? 
11th Century king of the Gambaga. who originated in the area of 
what is now northern Ghana, founded the Mossi kingdoms in the 
upper Volta region. Several kingdoms were created - the 
Zandoma and Ouagadougou kingdoms in the 12th Century, the 
Yatenga kingdom in the 14th Century. and others followed. Well 
administered, these Mossi kingdoms escaped the turmoil arising 
from the Morwcan invasion of the region in the 16th Century. 
other towns include Bobo-Dioulasso. 350 
km to’the west of Ouagadougou, with 
250,ooO inhabitants, Koudougou G5,M)O!. 
Ouahigouya (45.0003, Banfora (40,000) 
and Kaya (30,000). 
Topographically, much of Burkina 
Faso is a plateau at an elevation of 
between 250 and 360 tn. The plateau 
slopes gently to the south, with hill 
ranges in the southeast and southwest of 
the country rising to nearly 600 m in 
places. Three river basins cut the 
plateau, the Mouhoun, Nakanbe and 
Nazinon rivers flowing southwards to 
merge in Ghana as the river Volta. Only 
rivers such as the Mouhoun and Comae. 
which rise in the g&stone plateaus in 
the west of the country, flow all year; 
none are navigable. 
The climate changes from savannah in 
the south to Sahelian in the north. The 
In the late 19th Century, the Mossi states became French 
protectorates and in 1904 the upper Volta region was attached to 
Senegal as the French colony of Haut-S&gal-Volta. Later as 
the separate colony of Haute-Volta. the country became a self- 
governing state in 1958 and achieved full independence in 1960 
under the leadership of President Maurice Yameogo. 
Burkina Faso is a landlocked Sahelian country, situated some 
700 km from the Atlantic coast. Covering almost 274,069 km’. its 
neighban are Mali to the north and Niger to the east, while to 
the south it borders the Ivory Coast. Ghana, Togo and Benin. Its 
population of 8.5 million is predominantly rural, with agriculture 
being by far the largest part of the gross domestic product 
GDP). Ouagadougou. the capital. has a population of 500,000: 
wet season lasti from June until October, 
with maximum rainfall normally 
occurring in August. Annual rainfall is 
around 1,200 mm in the south of the 
country. decreasing to some 650 mm in 
the drier north. Temperatures during 
this period are between 20’ and 32’C. 
rising to behveen 37” in the south and 41” 
in the north during the November-May 
dry season. 
Central government has bean 
controlled by the militay for much of the 
post-colonial period. Between 1930, when 
the Constitution was suspended and the 
National Assembly was dissolved. and 
1990, when a national referendum 
approved a new republican Constitution 
with a” elected president and universal, 
multi-party democracy, the country was 
governed by military regimes, the last 
being headed by Capt. Blaise 
Chllpa0*& Civilian government 
returned in 1991 with CompaorC as 
president and a” elected assembly. 
Local administration is through 30 
provinces which, in turn, are divided into 
250 departments, diitricts and villages. 
This Supplement in support of the 
minerals potential of Burkina Faso has 
been prepared by Mining Journal 
Research Services through the 
sponsorship of the United Nations 
Development Programme and in close 
collaboration with the Minerals 
Resources Branch of the Science, 
Technology. Energy, Environment & 
Natural Resources Division of the UN 
Department of Development Support 
and Management S=zrvices. 
Burkina Faso is one of the world’s 
poorest countries. measured against any 
of the generally-accepted yardsticks for 
quality of life. For example, life 
expectancy at birth is less than 50 years; 
there ‘are endemic diseases and a high 
birth rate, which results in infant 
mortality estimated by the UN at 6’7% up 
to the age of five years. 
AgriculbJial pldu& alxount for nearly 
40% of the GDP. principal crops are cotton, 
cemaky groundnuts., fmit and vegetables. 
Liiestoek reGzi”g also is inlporta”~ The 
contribution to GDP from the industrial 
sector, including mining, is around 30%. 
dtbough within this comp3”e”t mind is 
aI&tlVdydshare 
Burkina Faso has. nevertheless, 
substantial mineral potential, including 
gold and base metals in the Birimian 
gmnsto”es of the northeast, manganese. 
marble and phosphates. The isolated 
location of many deposits has been eased 
to some extent by the opening in 1935 of 
the Sahel raiiy, which N”S from Kaya 
in northeast Burldna Faso to the port of 
Abidjan in the Ivory Coast. 
Major roads link Ouagadougou with 
Bamako in Mali, Niamey in Niger, and 
Abidjan, Accra and Lome on the Gulf of 
Guinea. Most roads are not hard- 
surfaced, and some are impassable in the 
rainy season. There are two 
international airports, served by airlines 
such as Air France, Air Afrique and Air 
Burkina A” air charter company and a” 
airfreight company also fly between 
Ouagadougou and France on a regular 
basis. The country has a” effective 
telephone system, with automatic 
exchanges in most of the principal towns 
giving good-quality local and 
i”ter”atio”al services. 
GEOLOGY 
In general terms the geology of Burkina 
Faso can be divided into three distinct 
sections. The central region across the 
muntry consists of Archaean migmatites 
and gneiss, emplaced between 3Mx) and 
2600 Ma and affected by the Liberian 
orogeny at 2700-2600 Ma. 
Later Precambrian rocks are found 
interspersed with the Archaean in the 
form of Birimian greenstone belts that 
consist of rocks of both volcanic and 
sedimentary origin. In the far north, 
and the west and east of the country. 
Precambrian sedimentary formations 
cover the earlier Birimian un- 
conformably. 
The Lower Proterozoic Birimian 
volcano-sedimentary mcks form a series 
of belts within the crystalline Archaean 
terrain. These measure from 20 to 50 
km in width and from 100 to 400 km long 
and consist largely of lavas and 
associated breccias, volcano-sediments 
and rocks of chemical and detritie 
sedimentary origin. The Birimian laws 
and sediments were affected by the 
Eburnian orogeny (2100-1950 Ma). 
during which time important granite 
intrusions, both syn-tectonic and post- 
tectonic, were emplaced. 
Along the southwest, west and 
wrthwestern horders, the shield rocks 
are overlain unconformably by sediments 
of the southeastern edge of the Taoudeni 
bash while in the far southeast, they are 
also overlain unconformably by 
sediments of the Volta basin. This 
sedimentary cover was formed between 
the Upper Precambrian and the 
Cambrian-Ordovician and is largely flat- 
lying except in the southeast corner 
where the Buem and Atacorien 
sediments were affected by the results of 
the Pan-Africa” orogeny around 550 Ma 
The sediments in the north and 
northwest consist of rocks of detritic 
origin, such as grits, while those in the 
southeast consist of grit with carbonate 
lenses, and argillite schists with 
limestone and stomatoiitic horizons. 
AMNIERAL 
POTENTIAL 
To date, the mineral possibilities of 
Burkina Faso remains inadequately 
explored. Nevertheless, more than 200 
mineral indications and occurrences have 
been recognised, with the list of minerals 
present including gold, zinc, manganese, 
lead, silver, molybdenum, bauxite, iron, 
ehromite, antimony, nickel cobalt, 
niobium-tantalum. phosphates, graphite 
and d&nor&. 
The Birimian terrains cover some 
60,000 kmz. or about 22% of the land 
area. These greenstone belts offer a 
major exploration target, showing similar 
potential to that found in equivalent 
geological environments in countries 
such as Australia, Canada, Ghana and 
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Venezuela. A list of some of the principal 
mineral deposits discovered to date is 
shown in an accompanting map. As will 
be seen, most are hosted in Birimian-age 
rocks. 
COLD 
There are many gold occurrences in 
Burkina Faso. which have formed the 
basis for both hard-rock, alluvial and 
ehwial mining. The Poura deposits were 
certainly worked before the 19th Century 
and in recent years there have been gold 
rushes to the north and northeast of the 
country where artisanal workings 
rexbed depths of around 50 m. 
The most important veinsyp_e.&old 
deposihare?tP -y+E&ssil(a*ij 
Doesi and Koup&.-Bouda m the west and 
soutiilof the country;~and at-Dioga, 
Gangaol, Bouroum. Guiro, Bayldiaga, 
Taparko, S&a, Arbiida and Essakane in 
the north. The Poura deposits are found 
in a Birimian inlier surrounded by pre- 
Birbnian granites and mign+te$. The 
three main veins ‘are h;sted in an 
intraformational complex of greenstones 
and tuffs. 
The Taparko deposit in the Bouroum- 
Y&go greenstone belt consists of gold- 
bearing quartz veins that outcrop 
intermittently over a distance of 4 km. 
Limited exploration over a strike length 
meNsemI” xuppleram, tonlrung loumal. L*dom, aug!dr, u ,393 ~, ~. 
& 
of 200 m indicated some 110,M)O t to a eluvial accumulations of gold, and it is 
depth of 20 rn grading 14 g/t gold. probable that deposits similartothoseat 
Twether with the Arbinda dewsir in the Pow-a remain to be discovered. 
Dj& greenatone belt in the north of the 
country where preliminary drilling and 
underground exploration has indicated 
197,004 t at 5.5 g&t gold, this indicates a 
good potential for economic gold 
deposits. Other gold deposit types are: 
0 disseminated in shear zones in 
volcano-sedimentary formations, as at 
Kwdemen. Kelsio, Larafela and Lilige; 
. associated with acid subvolcanic 
intrusions and copper. as at Di&xZm& 
and Gongondy; 
0 alluviaIs, principally in the southwest 
where there are surface workings 
between Konkoira, Djikando and 
Sampole; and 
. eluvials, well-known in the Sahel 
part of the country and in the south 
around Ouahigouya and Kongoussi, 
where there is extensive small-scale 
surface working. 
In the first three of these deposit 
types, the most cmmne+a&ral 
assemblage is gold-pyrite-chalcop.Yrite- 
quartz, with a.=Zmaated arsenopvnte and 
manganese, In theT]lbo-Arbinda area in 
the northwest. the assemblaee includes 
taulmaline. Tiere are many occurrences 
of vein systems that have given rise to 
FERROUS METALS 
Lentieular deposits of titaniferous 
magnetite and vanadium, located in the 
north, occur in post-Birimian noritic 
gabbm massifs that outcrop over an area 
of some 2.400 km%. The Tin Edii Gouba, 
Kolel, Pwiga and Goumtoulala massifs 
contain lenticular bands of vanadiiemus 
magnetite intercalated in gabbro sills; 
the hands range in thickness from a few 
centimetres to 10 m, and the entire 
deposit is considered comparable to those 
of the Bushveld complex in South Africa 
and the Taberg deposit in Sweden. 
Manganese, together with gold, is one 
of the most widespread minerals in 
Burkina Faso. Principally found in 
Birimian formations, in some places it 
forms economic deposits. The most 
bnpmtant of these is the Tambao deposit, 
which contains a geological resource 
estimated at 19 Mt of manganese oxide at 
a grade of 53s MnOp, plus further 
manganese carbonates that grade around 
38% MnOz. Proven reserves are 9 Mt. 
Work undertaken to date has defined a 
resource only in the oxide portion of the 
orebody which, ouing to its isolation, has 
yet to be brought into production. 
GHANA 
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Another significant manganese 
occurrence is at KiW WWlO t at 42% 
Mn02), while others include those at 
Sokoura. Koursi&a, Gomponsom, Tin 
Boulou, Gaigoy, Bouloy and Oursi. 
Nickel and chrome occurrences are 
known in basic and ultrabasic Birimian 
sequences, such as at Tin Saman, as small 
lenses of picotite in whrlites at Koum6, 
and through a geochemical anomaly at 
Takatami. Nickeliferous laterites 
occurring at Bonga over an ultrabasic 
complex have been evaluated to contain 
17 Mt grading 1.5% nickel and 0.5% 
cobalt, with raised iron and platinum 
values as well, while at Dablo, a 
mineralised body associated with pre- 
Birimian serpentinised peridotites and 
pymxenites has been estimated to contain 
15,000 t of nickel at a grade of 1.5% nickel. 
BASE METALS 
Lead-zinc mineralisation is known in 
pre-Birimian. Birimian and the later 
.wdimentiuy cover fmmations. although it 
xas not until the Perkoa deposit was 
found in 1982 as a direct result of a UNDP 
project that economic concentrations were 
identified. This deposit is hosted by the 
Boromo Birimian greenstone belt. 
Laterisation of the overburden resulted in 
little in the way of a gossan cap although 
the main orebody extends down from 
unaltered bedrock at a depth of some 30 
m. The massive sulphides consist of 
sphalerite and pyrite, tith less common 
pyrrhotite, accompanied by barite and 
quartz gangue. Mining reserve estimates 
are 5.6 Mt grading 18% zinc, with minor 
lead and 26 p/t silver. 
The geological situation of the Perkoa 
deposit is similar to those found in the 
Archaean greenstone belts in Canada, 
where it has been established that 
sulphide deposits are never isolated. By 
analogy, it seems probable that further 
massive sulphide deposits remain to be 
found in the Boromo greenstone belt, and 
current exploration is centring on ground 
follow-up of aeromagnetie anomalies 
distributed over much of this area. 
There are also indications of copper 
throughout the country, mostly 
associated with other metals such as 
nickel, chromium, cobalt, gold and 
molybdenum in varying combinations. 
Viually all are Birimian age. with three 
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mineralisation in arwciatio~~ with gxmite 
intrusions. in volcano-sedimentary 
settings, or in quartz veins. 
Antimony is rare in West Africa, 
although at Mafoulou. the Birimian Kaya- 
Kongoussi belt contains a deposit gradmg 
between 44 and fi5% antimony. Sporadic 
production has taken place m the past, 
irith 80 t of massive stibnite being mined. 
PHOSPHATES 
The principal phosphate occurrences 
are the Arly, Kodjari and .%ub Djouma 
deposits, contained in Cambro- 
Ordovician sedimentary formations in 
the southeast. The latter two deposits 
contain resources of some 180 .Mt at more 
than 21% Pros Testwork on the Kodjari 
phosphates has shown that crushing and 
screening can give a product grading 30. 
91% Pros. suitable for fertilizer 
production. 
OTHER MIXERALS 
Some 60 Mt of limestone suitable for 
cement manufacture exiSt at Tin A. - .~i..-~‘.h=~..~~~ . ~Gt&C?~i~i.-.. entrepreneuria, 
H~assan, with other resources in the area 
foreign mining 
around Bobo-Dioulasso. Deposits of CURRENT companies, resulting in the opening of two major mines in addition to the small- 
kaolin are also known, resulting from the 
alteration of Biimian schists and locally MlNlN~ scale opwations. 
worked on a small-scale for ceramics. 
The Perkoa base metals project is 
located some 36 km northwest of 
The main bawite depositi are at Fara In common with many other countries, 
(3.8 Mt) and Dowmpapassedo (0.7 Mt), the mining industry in Burkina Faso took 
Koudougou. Exploration over a number 
both with grades of around 70% AllOr 
of years by the state Bureau of Mines 
on a new lease of life during the 1980s as 
and 1% Si02. A number of carbonaceous artisanal workers pursued opportunities 
and Geology (BUMIGEB). and assisted 
rchist occurrences are known in the 
by both the World Bank and the UNDP, 
Birimian formations, with the Datari 
provided by higher international gold 
prices to establish a thriving small-scale 
defined a rexwe of 5.5 Mt at a grade of 
18% zinc, and in 1990 a joint venture was 
deposit near Kaya estimated to contain gold mining sector. This in turn was set up to develop a mine between 
around Z?% graphite. followed by an interest from more BUMIGEB, the Burkina Government 
and the Swedish company, B&den 
International Mining AB. 
Boliden, which manages the project, 
subsequently offered part of its 65% 
holding in the joint venture company, 
Perkoa Mineral %A. to others. 
BUMIGEB holds the remaining 35% on 
behalf of the state. Prefeasibility studies 
suggested a mining rate of ~OLJCNIO tIy of 
ore, giving a production of 84.01X1 t/y of 
contained zinc over a 1%year mine life. 
The deposit is hosted in Early 
Proterozoic Birimian greenstones and 
consists of a stratiform volcanogenic 
massive sulphide orebody within a 
transitional zone between volcanic and 
sedimentav sequences. Comprising two 
lenses that appear to be connected at 
depth, the ore zones sub-outcrop and 
reach a depth of almost 600 m below 
surface. Banded sphalerite-pyrite-bar& 
ores contain up to 40% zinc with about 30 
g/t silver and 525% barite. 
‘Ihe mining method planned at Perkoa is 
cut-and-fill. with underground access 
gained by a 5 m-diameter shaft that is 
being sunk initially to a depth of 300 m for 
hrtber exploration and sampling purposes. 
The Poura gold mine, on the other 
hand, is long-established. Situated in an 
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old mining area mid-way between 
Ouagadougou and Bob+Dioulas. betuwn 
1939 and 1949 there was commercial 
production of around 250 kg of gold from 
the tailings from old alluvial workings. 
Underground hard-rock mining by 
SociM des Mines de Poura (SMP) 
between 1961 and 1966 produced 5.6 t of 
gold from 420,WO t of ore, while between 
19% and 1992 Soci& de Recherches et 
d’Esploitation Minii?res du Burkina 
(SOREMIB) produced 12.7 t of gold and 
1.8 t of silver from 1.2 Mt of ore won from 
both underground and surface workings. 
SORIMEB was held 40% by the 
French mining company Coframines, 
which withdrew from the project last 
year. The property reverted to the state, 
and the Government is now seeking new 
partners to continue exploration and 
production at the Poura mine. 
The deposit consists of three quartz 
veins, the most important of which extend 
over Z.COO m with an average thickness of 
2.5 m. The wins wre emplaced in a fault 
system benveen country m&s of volcanic 
and sedimentary origins. The gold 
mineralisation is associated with 
sulphides. and occurs in alternating 
higher- and lowr-grade patches along 
tbe veins. Proven and probable reserws 
at Poura hare been estimated at 512,WO t 
grading 10.6 g/t gold, with possible 
resouree~ of 562,500 t at 9.4 g/t. Drilling 
undertaken during 1992 at the far south 
end of the deposit returned highly 
silieified samples grading over 20 g/t in 
one cnse.Underground access is gained 
through a shaft and a decline. Sub-level 
stoping was used, with single-boom 
iumbos. LHDs and undermound trucks 
of these resources bv both national and 
international companies. Priorities are: 
0 Production of manganese. zinc. and 
especially gold: 
l Further studies on six main projects: 
Perkoa. Arbinda. Iiwademen. Dossi, 
Tarparko and UNDP-funded work; 
0 Mapping and regional exploration; 
0 Revision to the mining investment 
code. and 
0 Establishment of a central gold 
recovery plant in the northeast. 
The UNDP has supported exploration 
projects since the mid-1Ws. Iti earliest 
work involved a study on a copper 
occurrence at Gaoua. and this was 
followed by exploration in the Boromo 
and Hound6 greenstone belts, an 
evaluation of the Tamhao mawzanese 
70:30 joint venture to explore and 
develop the Essakane and Guihare gold 
properties, both of which are artisanal 
mining sites. The joint venture, CEMOB. 
has installed a tailings retreatment plant 
at Essakane, and is planning to heap 
leach 120,000 tiy of ore grading 4.5 g/t 
gold. 
Another company. COMIDOK. was 
formed in February 1993 to explore and 
develop gold deposits in the K&e 
district. Located in the Hound6 
greenstone belt, the prospect lies in an 
area composed of andesites. schists, tuffs 
and quartzites. with local manganiferous 
beds. Soil geochemistry has identified 
gold anomalies. while drilling has given 
intersections of disseminated gold 
eradine from 4 to 15 p/t. 
&ad fbr production. The shaft is deposit, assistance to artisanal gold - - 
equipped with a 7.5 t skip. The treatment miners, an airborne geophysical suney “r-: -:!: .! ~‘:?&&?Z?:~ : 
plant has a capacity of 200,CW Wy of ore. over the eentre and southeast of the 
using gravity, flotation and CIP country and, most recently. assistance ROLE OF 
technology to achieve around 90% gold with the drafting of the new mining 
recovery. Dare bars produced at the investment code. 
mine are shipped to Europe for final Exploration aid has also been given by 
GOVERNME,NT 
refining into bullion. 
~.~ ~-‘.-~-~---- 
countries such as France. Germany, Until 1992, the minerals sector was under 
Canada. the Netherlands, Belgium and the jurisdiction of the Secretary of State 
~~a+A-&<*..~;*;ye* ~WT.*Z:‘~:L. North &rea, while financial su&xt for for -mining, within the Ministry for 
EXPLORATION projects has come from the World Bank Economic Development. Last year, and the Islamic Bank. management of the sector became the 
PROSPECTS 
The Tambao manganese deposit is now responsibility of a Minister for Energ? 
being evaluated by a Canadian company, and Mines, whose office is part of the 
InterStar Mining, The deposit, located Ministry of Industry, Commerce and 
Tbe most important prospects for short- 
term development are the Perkoa and 
Poura projects, noted in the previous 
section. There are, additionally, 
numerous other mineral occurrences 
that, given adequate time and resources, 
may justify more detailed investigation. 
The Government has a five-year plan 
for minerals development, extending 
from 1991 to 1995. Its objectives include 
an increase in exploration and the 
development of primary resources, so 
that the country may benefit from the use 
340 km north&t of Ouagadougou, was 
previously explored between 1960 and 
1976, and consists of four manganese- 
bearing beds hosted between Precambrian 
volcano-sedimentary Focks and granites. 
It grades over 50% manganese, with low 
phosphorus and minimal sulphur. 
InterStar is undertaking a feasibility 
study which, if posit++ will lead to a 6535 
joint venture with the.Gorernment to 
operate a 140,ooO t/y mine. 
Several gold properties are under 
investigation. The French company 
SIREXM and the Government have a 
Mines. 
Day-to-day administration and policy- 
making for mining, energy and geology 
rests with the Direction G&~&ale de 
I’Energie et des Mines, whose 
responsibilities include liaising with 
state-owned and private-sector 
companies, both local and from overseas. 
who are interested in Burkina Faso’s 
mineral potential. The department 
consists of three directorates, the 
Direction des Mines (DM). the Direction 
de la Recherche Geologique (DRG) and 
the Direction de 1’Energie (DE). 
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Besides BUMIGEB, described in more 
detail below. the state participates 
directly in the minerals sector though 
local mining companies such as Sot. de 
Recherche et d’Exploitation Mini& du 
Burkina (SOREMIB). which operated the 
Poura gold mine, Sot. des Mines de Guiro 
(SMG) and Sot. Mini&e Co&-Burkina& 
(SOMICOB), established for small-scale 
gold prcduction. and La Fili~re Or, aimed 
at cart&anal-level gold production. 
The organisation responsible for gold 
purchasing throughout the country is the 
Comptoir Burkina~ des M&aw Pr&ieux 
(CBMP). Based in Ouagadougou, this 
office buys and sells gold, silver. platinum 
group metals and diamonds. 
In 1991, the Government formed a 
Commission of Privatisation with the task 
of selling state-owned industries to the 
ptivate sector. Plivatisation of the state- 
owned mines is scheduled to begin in 1994 
and extend over a two-year period. 
x,&A: 
The Bureau des Mines etde la G6ologie du 
Burkina (BUMIGEB), a state owned 
commercial organisation, has the. 
rpsponsibiity for undertaldng exploration, 
resesxh and studies into all the count& 
mineral resources. It also acts fop the 
Direction G&6ral in the inspection of 
mines, quarries and certain types of 
equipment. BUMIGEB consists of tive 
directorates, the Direction des Affaires 
Adminstratives. the Direction de la 
Recherche GBologique, the Direction des 
Mines et des Hydrwarbures, the Direction 
des Sondages et Forages, and the 
Dir&ion R&iduale de Bobo, which acts as 
a regional office bawl in Bob+Dioulasso. 
Formed in 1978, BUMIGEB today has a 
staff of over 300, its own drill rigs, modern 
geophysical and topographic surveying 
equipment. and two laboratories (at 
Ouagadougou and B&o-Dioulasso) that 
can undertake sample analyses. 
Amongst the tasks assigned to 
BUMIGEB are the gathering of 
geological data, collation of a national 
geological map, publication and 
distribution of geological information, and 
the conservation of samples and their 
associated documents. The organisation 
also has responsibility for collecting 
production data and publishing statistics. 
It also performs economic studies on 
those projects under its control. and is the 
lead organisation through which the state 
participates in joint ventures in the 
minerals sector. Other duties include the 
collection of fees for issuing permits and 
lieenees, conducting inspections, and 
providing other setices. 
BUMIGEB has been involved in 
several major projects. For example. 
projects funded by the UNDP in which 
BUMIGEB had a leading role include 
regional gecchemical sweqing thmughout 
the southwest, centre and north of the 
counby, and exploration over the Boromo 
and Hound6 Birimian greenstone belts. 
resulting in the k&ion of the Perkoa zinc- 
lead-silver deposits, nickel at Bonga, gold 
at Kwademen, sulphides at Zogyon. gold- 
beating sulphldes in the Take district. and 
““memus other OccuJrenees. 
With funding from the Islamic Bank 
and UNDP. between 1987 and 1991 
BUMIGEB in the context of a UNDP 
project also conducted airborne geo- 
physical surveying over parts of the 
Boromo greenstone belt. The work 
included magnetics and electro-magnet&. 
Aid f?om Germany pm\ided BUMIGEB 
with all-terrain vehicles and geophysical 
equipment during airborne geophysical 
surveying which resulted in finding 
diamond indications in the Barsalogho 
district, and diamonds, nickel, copper, 
platinum and palladium at Dablo. 
A project funded by France led to 
BUMIGEB worldng in conjunction \ith the 
French exploration organization BRGM, on 
the evaluation of gold deposits at Boumum 
and Diouga-Gangaol. where a resource of 
some 900 kg of gold HYLY identified. while the 
Islamic Development Ban!i funded work at 
the Taparko gold prospect, which has 
resources of some 500,ooO t grading 13 g/t (17 ‘Mt at 1% Ni), copper-gold mineral- 
gold. Other gold properties evaluated isation in the Gaoua district. and 
include Arbiida (137,wO t grading 5.3 g/t), identification of dolomitie limestone 
EssakaneKorezena. Bilanza-Pi& and in dewsi& to the west of B&o-Dioulasso. 
the west, near where BHii-Utah sought R& 
rights to explore for gold. 
Evaluatiow of mining projects that have 
been funded by international donors have FL ~~.~ - ‘5cAlA!wEcTs 
included the I&&xi phosphate deposits, 
where the initial intent was to produce Burkina Faso’s new Mining Code, 
natural phosphate rock for we as fertiliwr, adopted by the National Assembly in 
the Gubv-Bayildlaga gold pmperty, u&h May 1393, aims to encourage exploration 
resulted in formation of Sot. des Mines du and mining for social and economic 
Sahel, the Bonga bat&tic nickel deposits development. It gives overseas investors 
The go&d ncovey planl ai the Poum tn ine has a cqmcify of 6w t/d 
Royalties are calculated on the foh 
value of the product, and range from 3% 
for gold and other precious metals to 4Sr, 
for base metals and i%, for diamonds and 
precious stones. 
LOCAL 
SlJPPoRr 
equal rights to those of the country, as 
well as guaranteeing the right to 
repatriate investment capital and 
revenues subject to normal taxation 
requirements. Burkina Faso is a 
member of the Central Bank of West 
African States, and uses the CFA franc. 
which is tied to the French franc at FFI 
= CFAF 50, and is freely convertible. 
Customs concessions are granted on 
equipment used on a temporary basis for 
exploration, and fuel and lubricants used 
during exploration programmes are 
wholly exempt from duty, trhile there are 
also exemptions from payment of certain 
other taxes. 
During project development, most 
equipment required to bring a mine into 
production may be imported duty-free. as 
are fuels for use at the mine. The Mining 
Code offers holders of mining permits 
f=eal incentives that include holidays of 
up to seven years from some taxes, and 
reductions on other taxes. Mineral 
products can be exported tax-free, 
although minerals sold within the 
country are taxed at the same rate as 
similar imported products. Accelerated 
amortisation of investments is also 
allowed under the terms of the national 
Tax Code. 
Companies operating in Burkina Faso 
are required to employ local people as a 
priority, to respect the environment and 
to file regular financial accounts and 
technical reports. Where necessary, 
expatriate skilled workers may be 
employed. 
Companies that have found a viable 
mineral deposit which they wish to bring 
into production must form a joint venture 
company with the state. The proportion 
of the project held by the state is open to 
negotiation. 
In July 1993, fees for a prospecting 
permit are $370 (CFAF 100,000). while 
granting an exploration permit costs 
$550 with increased charges on renewal 
or transfer. A mining permit incurs an 
initial charge of$7,500 while the granting 
of a concession is $15,000. There are in 
addition annual land holding taxes, based 
on the area held and ranging from CFAF 
125/km? for an exploration permit to 
CFAF 50.O0Ykm~ for a mining permit 
As the state organisation directly 
involved in the administration of the 
minerals sector, BUMIGEB can offer 
interested companies great assistance 
during their initial enquiries. BUMIGEB 
holds the national geological archive, 
which is open for inspection. It has 
experienced staff with extensive local 
knowledge to assist overseas companies 
in their prospecting operations, and also 
can offer geophysical surveying, drilling 
and analytical services on a contract 
basis. 
For over 20 years. BUMIGEB and 
its predecessors have worked elosel~ 
with the UNDP and its agencies. which 
have implemented a number of 
successful exploration and evaluation 
projects. The UNDP maintains an 
office in Ouagadougou, from which 
guidance can also be sought. 
Ouagadougou offers international- 
standard hotels, as does Bobo-Dioulasso. 
Accommodation elsewhere is limited, 
although houses may be rented through 
local agencies. Further information on 
accommodation, health care and related 
matters may be obtained from the 
UNDP or from the overseas embassies of 
Burkina Faso. 
Legal and financial advice ma? be 
obtained from the local professmnal 
sector, and both BUMIGEB and the 
UNDP may also be able to offer initial 
generalised assistance in these areas. 
It must be borne in mind that on these 
issues, expert local counsel is 
essential. 
For further information on the mineral resource potential of Burkina Faso, please contact 
Dirccteur G&&al BUMIGEB Dire&w GCn&al de L’Energie et des Mines 
P.O.Box 601 Minis& D+leguC ChargC des Mines e! I’Energie 
Ouagadougou 01 P.O. Box 514. 
Burkina Faso Ouagadougou 01 
Tel: (226) 30 0194 Tel: (226) 3 I 24 I8 
Fax: (226) 30 0187 Fax: (226) 31 24 I8 
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Table 3 Soil Chemistry for Samples collected along the east side of the B-zone Pond. 
Sample Number 
BmlR-s YLI IL\“-s DLI II\!-> DLnnu-3 PLI ,nc?-5 
Analyte Units 2000.09.17 2000.09.17 2000.09.17 2000.09.17 2000.09.17 
!!L~ IN9 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 
Al IJskl 11300 24600 7600 8600 4700 
As WJ 480 520 10 1.8 2.1 
Ba w’g 26 39 33 40 25 
Be w/g 0.9 1.4 0.6 0.7 0.5 
B KG 1 16 3 5 1 
Ca Lm 860 670 2500 1100 1700 
Cd N’S 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 
co lJs/gp 3.3 4.4 2.4 3.3 2 
Cr K&l 25 36 31 77 25 
CU lJg/s 3.8 4 4.5 5.3 5.1 
Fe la/g 2500 3200 8500 10400 7400 
K IQ/s 2700 5900 1700 2900 1200 
Mgm~~ lJLJh3 2600 5600 4800 3500 1700 
Mn IJSk~ 37 40 110 150 91 
MO ~~-B!iJ 9.8 8.9 0.5 0.5 0.5 
Na w/g 70 120 210 220 220 
Ni w9 530 490 20 9.4 6.4 
Pb lJg& 9 10 4 4 3 
P IJslg 440 330 300 210 320 
Sr I& 200 200 24 8.8 16 
Ti 1-19/9- ~~~~~ ~~~~~~~ ~~~~~ 7.3 12 390 470 420 
V Klkl 29 48 17 17 14 
Zn K&A 7.9 12 14 20 12 
Zr IJgb 2.6 3.9 8.9 6.8 7.9 
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Plate 1: An Artisan Mine Site 
Plate 2: Natural Colonization at an Artisan Mine Site 
-o- LES MISSIONS DE L'UTIG-o- 
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Cr&e en Mai 1992, 1'Unite de Traitement de 1'Information 
Gkoqraphique (U.T.I.G), est un outil technique du Programw National 
de Gestion de 1'Infortration sur le Milieu (P.N.G.I.M.), qui est un des 
cinq (05) proyramws Cadres du Plan d'Action National sur 
1~Environnement (P.A.N.E). 
croauis 
PANE I 
P.G.P.N / : + 1 P.N!G.T 1 1 P.D!C.E 1 &, 
U.T.1.G I 
I/- MISSIONS 
L'objectif premier du P.N.G.1.M est d'ar&liorer la pertinence, la 
qualite et la disponibilite des infomtions sur ltenvironnement. Pour 
mener S. bien cet objectif, il a et6 d&id& de mettre en place une 
formule institutionnelle de trois 6l&wnts de base : 
I)- Le reseau de partenaires 
2)- La cellule de ccordination 
3)- 1'Unite de haitemnt de 1'Infomtion Gkgraphique 
(u.T.I.G) 
I)- Ueau de partenaixs seront responsables de la collecte 
des dorm&es de base du contr6le de leur qualite, et de la maintenance 
de bases de don&es, chacun selon ses attributions reglementaires. 
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2)- La Cellule de -danabm, structure leg&e aura les 
objectifs suivants : 
- Coordomer et contribuer a renforcer les capacites eXk+CUIteS 
en matiere de collecte, de traitement et de diffusion de l'infomtion 
sur le milieu ; 
- Mettre en place un systeme efficace de circulation de 
l'infomation disponible 2 tout me-tent ; 
- &surer le bon fonctionnement du l'feed-back'l entre les 
prestataires, demandeurs et fournisseurs ; 
- Appuyer les prcgramnes Cadres du PANE et les actions de suivi 
des prcgrarmes et projets de developpement. 
3)mL'UnitB (U.T.I.GL I . - 
Le.5 missions de 1'U.T.I.G sont a long et rmyen term. 
Dans: 
- Stre un in& mment au service de la cellule de coordination, 
notmnt pour : 
. 1~6tablissemnt d'un repertoire de jeux de dour&es 
disponibles aux autres partenaires ; 
. garantir la compatibilite des supports cartqraphiques de 
l~infomation, assurer un transfert de technologies (Choix et 
installation du materiel Informatique, formation....etc) ; 
assister et conseiller les autres acteurs dam 
1161almration des programws techniques ; 
. realiser des prestations de services, les acteurs du 
P.N.G.I.M. 
Dans: 
ex&uter le contrat qui le lie au Prcgranme National de Gestion des 
Terroirs, par : c I)- we et le deve- : 
. Des capacites nationales de traitement d'infomtions sur le 
milieu pour la realisation d'etudes sur l~importance de la degradation 
des ressources naturelles et sur 116volution de l~occupation des terres 
et productions rurales ; 
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Des capacites d'analyses spatiales, nicessaires, afin 
d'identifier les causes et de determiner les tendances de ces 
phino&nes ; 
2)- La foumiture au P.N.G.T d'information a l'echelle Nationale qui 
lui pern-ettront de mieux cibler et evaluer l'impact de ses 
interventions, 
3)- La raise en marche de certaines ccmposantes du P.N.G.1.M definies 
plus haut. 
Le contact U.T.I.G/P.N.G.T porte sur les tkhes suivantes : 
- realiser une etude systkratique des changements dam lloccupation 
des terres sur l'ensemble du BURKINA FASO a partir de l'imagerie 
satellitaire. 
- Collecter des infomations corql&entaires de divers d+rtements, 
afin d'apprecier l'evolution des ressources et des productions x-wales, 
- Int&grer les informations sur les changements dam l~occupation 
des terres et les informations ccmpl&entaires, afin d'ivaluer les 
tendances &olutives et leur gravite pour chaque province. 
Pour executer ce contrat, le P.N.G.T a alloue un budget de 779.000 U$. 
pow : 
- assurer le fonctionnement de l'U.T.I.G, 
- l'acquisition du materiel infonmtique et des lcgiciels, 
- assurer la formation du personnel de 1'U.T.I.G. 
II/- EALTSATIONS 
Apres la mise en place de 1'Unite de Traitemnt de ltInforn-ation 
Gkgraphique (U.T.I.G), l'U.G.O/P.N.G.T a mis a la disposition de 
1'UTIG en Janvier 1993 : 
- 2 PC 486, 
- 3 lcgiciels ARC/INFO, 
- 1 table a nm&iser, 
- 1 table tracante. 
5 
Ce qui a permis a 1'U.T.I.G de produire la carte nux&ique, 
administrative du BURKINA FASO au l/l.OOO.OOOe, avec trois (03) 
d&i&es (Provinces, D$arteraents, Regions Econcxniques). Cette carte 
a &E: reprise et &la date du 31 Ecembre, les couvertures ccqosant 
cette carte nua&ique, sont disponibles au prix du support. 
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Le Part informatique a ete augment& et a ce jour, l'U.T.I.G 
dispose de 6 PC, 3 logiciels ARC/INFO, 2 tables a num&iserAO, 1 table 
a n&riser A3, 1 table tracante AO. 
La production disponible actuellement est la suivante : 
- 3 feuilles au l/500.000& (Planim&rique, Iiydro, Altim&rie) 
- 5 feuilles au l/ZOO.OOOe ( @I 11 II , I 1 
- des cartes thematiques (reseau routier, nxxpholcgique.....etc) 
En juillet 1995, debutera le traitement de l'imagerie satellitaire afin 
de pm&ire les cartes d'occupation du sol. A cet effet, 1'U.T.I.G 
disposera de : 
- trois (03) stations, 
- deux (02) Arc/Info UNIX, 
- deux (02) ERIlAs, 
- quatre (04) Arc/Info PC, 
- trois (03) Arciew Unix, 
- trois Arcview PC 2.0 
- un (01) Scanner Al, 
- un (01) reseau ethernet + le fasopac (intemet), 
- une (01) irrprimante A0 a jet d'encre, 
- de couvertures MSS LANLEAT de tout le territoire 
(17 sakes), 
- de couvertures ?M LANDSAT de tout le territoire 
(17 scSnes) stock& sur disques optiques. 
Le personnelde 1'U.T.I.G estune &uipe pluridisciplinaire de dix 
(10) agents ayant les formations et les fonctions suivantes : 
- &ZQQLY&& : Infonraticien, Photcgrann&re, SIG 
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6 
: Teledetection, Gkgraphe, SIG 
: Tel&detection, Topographe, SIG 
: SIG, Topcgraphe 
: SIG, Photqram&re 
: SIG, Photcg-r&tre 
: SIG, Cartographe 
: SIG, Cartographe 
: SIG, Gk&tre 
: SIG, Photogram&re 
L'UTIG foumira au PXGT les produits suivants a la fin du contrat 
- 50 exerrplaires d'un jeude 5 cartes d'occupationdesterres 
de 1973-1975 et 1992-1994, imprir&es en polychrcxnie a l'echelle du 
l/500 000s. 
-Les tableaux detaillant pour chaque province, les 
changemnts dans l'occupation des terres par classe d'occupation pour 
la pkicde de 1973-1975 a 1992-1994. 
- Les cartes sur llenserrble du pays ou des tableaux par 
province pour les themes suivants : 
- Population' r0p-l. 
- E&ail - Wlti b\k\ 
- Productions et rende nts agricoles par an&e 
- Productions des flturages pa L-5. 
- Eaux souterraines et eaux de surface 
- pastorale 
- me analyse pour chaque province dam l~occupation des 
terres a la lmiere des inform&ions, ccmplementaires dispcnibles. 
Dama le cadre de la production de la carte dloccupation des terres 
1'UTIG va associer des collakcrateurs techniques nationaux et 
&rangers,en signant des contrats de collaboration. 
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Afin une camnission de supervision nationale, tirifiera 
l'avancement des travaux qui se rhnira 6 mis aprh le d&w-rage de 
llinterp&tation des images satellitaires 1991-1992. 
En outre cette ccxtmission S la lurk&e des infomtions 
disponibles diteminer les analyses spkifiques a tialiser. 
LE DIREClXDR DE L'UTIG 
Sdla DIALU) 
SECRETARIAT PERMANENT DU 
PLAN D’ACTION NATIONAL 
POUR L’ENVIRONNEMENT 
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INTRODUCTION 
La prise en compte de la variable “environnement” dans la definition et I’application des 
politiques et strategies de developpement durable est un des faits majeurs des reflexions 
et initiatives des dernieres an&es sur le devenir des societes. Dans ce contexte, le 
Burkina Faso s’est dote d’un cadre global d’orientation des actions liees a la gestion des 
ressources de I’environnement. Cet outil d’orientation qu’est le Plan ,d’Action d’Action 
National pour I’Environnement (PANE/Agenda 21 National) met I’accent sur la 
perennisation et la valorisation des acquis et jette les bases d’une gestion rationnelle de 
I’environnement tout en prenant en compte, les dimensions sociales, economiques, 
institutionnelles, politiques et ecologiques du developpement. II a pour objectifs de 
contribuer a: 
- maitriser les pressions sur le milieu nature1 
- favoriser la regeneration des ressources naturelles et proteger la diversite 
biologique 
- ameliorer le cadre de vie 
- amorcer le processus du developpement durable 
Le present projet vise a developper et a consolider les capacites nationales en matiere 
de gestion de I’environnement. II comporte cinq (5) volets. 
Le volet 1 vise I’harmonisation des politiques nationales de gestion de I’environnement 
a travers la precision des attributions des differentes structures concernees et la creation 
d’un mecanisme operationnel de coordination des activites. Ce volet prevoit egalement 
I’etablissement de rapports periodiques sur l’etat de I’environnement. 
Le volet 2 vise I’amelioration de la production et de I’utilisation de I’information sur le 
milieu dans la gestion de I’environnement. Ceci se fera par une circulation efficiente de 
I’information a travers un reseau de partenaires producteurs/utiIisateurs d’information. 
Le troisieme volet concerne les conventions. II s’agit ici de mettre en oeuvre des 
programmes nationaux sur les conventions internationales sur I’environnement signees 
et ratifiees par le Burkina Faso. 
La quatrieme composante vise la formation en vue d’accroitre les competences 
nationales necessaires pour une gestion saine de I’environnement. 
Enfin, il est prevu un cinquieme volet pour appuyer le Secretariat Permanent du Plan 
d’Action National pour I’Environnement, structure d’animation quotidienne du PANE 
dans ses tithes de coordination et de suivi. 
Le projet est totalement finance par la Banque Mondiale a travers le PPF P. 784~0-BUR, 
le PNCT et le Fonds de Developpement lnstitutionnel (IDF). 
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COMPOSANTE 1: ANALYSE ET SUIVI DES POLITIQUES NATIONALES DE GESTION 
DE L’ENVIRONNEMENT 
Obiectifs nlobaux 
Cette composante du projet a pour objectifs a long terme, la consolidation des actions 
en faveur du developpement durable et ce par la mise en place d’un mecanisme 
operationnel de programmation, de coordination et de suivi des activites liees a la 
gestion de I’environnement: 
. creer un mecanisme operationnel de programmation, de coordination, de suivi 
et d’evaluation des activites likes a la gestion de I’environnement dans le cadre 
de la mise en oeuvre du PANE/Agenda 21 national. 
n veiller a une coherence et a une harmonisation des politiques nationales en 
matiere de gestion de I’environnement 
n etablir un rapport periodique sur I’etat de I’environnement 
Obiectif immhdiat 1: Crker et gkrer une banque de don&es 
Le premier domaine d’activites concerne le suivi de la mise en oeuvre du 
PANE/Agenda 21 national. Pour ce faire, la creation d’une banque de donnees sur les 
projets contribuant a la mise en oeuvre du PANE est indispensable. Les informations 
contenues dans cette banque de donnees comprendront entre autres: 
n 
n 
n 
nom et adresse de contact pour chaque projet 
source de financement et montant 
modalites de financement 
dates de debut et de fin du projet 
nature du projet (ancien, renouvele, nouveau) 
degre d’elaboration du projet, selon la classification du MEFP (idee de projet, 
dossier de factibilite, dossier d’execution, etc.) 
situation de financement du projet 
aire geographique d’intervention 
domaines d’activite du projet 
Rhsultat 1.1: Banque de donnees effectivement creee, periodiquement actualisee et 
accessible a tous les utilisateurs 
Cette banque de don&es facilitera le suivi regulier de la mise en oeuvre du PANE, en 
fonction de la situation des differents projets et programmes qui en font partie. Elle 
permettra d’identifier les insuffisances materielles, humaines, techniques, et financieres 
qui peuvent limiter I’atteinte de ses objectifs. Elle permettra egalement de fournir a la 
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demande des utilisateurs publics, des services d’identification de projets selon des 
criteres specifies. Eventuellement, it est prevu de lier cette banque de donnees aux 
informations spatiales du PNCIM, ce qui permettra des analyses tres interessantes liant 
les projets environnementaux aux problemes qu’ils cherchent a resoudre. La banque de 
donnees sera accessible a ceux qui s’y interessent par la mise a leur disposition de 
disquettes et d’imprimes, afin qu’elle soit exploitee autant que possible, 
Activit6 1.1.1: Creation et gestion de la banque de don&es 
Le SP/PANE coordonnera la mise en place de la banque de donnees sur les projets. 
Cependant, le travail sera sous-trait6 avec un bureau d’etudes prive experiment.6 en 
informatique et gestion des banques de don&es. Ce travail se fera en plusieurs &apes: 
Etape 1: Identifier des projets environnementaux 
II faut d’abord identifier les projets “environnementaux” a inclure dans la banque. Pour 
ce faire, il faut d’abord definir les criteres de selection des projets. Ces criteres seront 
definis par le SP/PANE de concert avec ie CICT et les utilisateurs potentiels de la banque 
de donnees. 
Ensuite il faut rechercher les listes existantes (de preference informatisees) sur les projets 
a partir desquelles on peut extraire une liste de projets sous le PANE. Le MEFP dispose 
deja d’une base referentielle a exploiter, le PNGT egalement. Au niveau des DEP, il 
existe un minimum de don&es a prendre en compte. Ce travail sera confie a un bureau 
d’etudes. 
Etape 2: Definir la structure de la fiche de projet a informatiser dans la banque de 
donnees. Cette etape est la plus importante du processus. Les informations a inclure 
dans la fiche determinent les questions auxquelles on peut repondre en utilisant la 
banque de don&es. 
Etape 3: Creer la structure informatique de la banque de don&es. II s’agit a partir du 
SGBD retenu, de concevoir la structure et I’organisation de la gestion des donnees 
suivant les informations portees sur la fiche de projet definie plus haut. Ce travail 
technique sera confie a un bureau d’etudes qui analysera et ecrira les differents 
programmes permettant les saisies, les corrections, les mises a jour des donnees et les 
requetes diverses. 
Obiectif immediat 2: Veiller a une coherence et a une harmonisation des politiques 
nationales de gestion de I’environnement 
Le deuxieme domaine d’activites de cette composante est le suivi et I’analyse des 
strategies de gestion de I’environnement et de I’avancement des projets et activites 
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contenus dans la banque de donnees. Cette activite prendra en compte: 
. la relation entre les nouvelles strategies de decentralisation et la gestion de 
I’environnement (y compris I’approche gestion des terroirs), notamment en ce qui 
concerne la fiscalite locale et le financement des activites techniques 
8 les relations entre strategies differentes de gestion de I’environnement, telles que 
la gestion des terroirs, I’approche training and visits, la foresterie villageoise, le 
pastoralisme, etc. 
R6sultat 2.1: Les politiques et strategies de gestion de I’environnement mises en place 
sont coherentes et operationnelles 
Activitk 2.1.1: Analyse des approches sectorielles 
Une analyse approfondie sur les questions pertinentes sera faite et diffusee aux structures 
interessees ou directement impliquees. Selon les besoins, il sera envisage des reunions 
ou des ateliers pour discuter des differences d’approches ou conflits de competences afin 
de trouver des solutions consensuelles. 
Les nouveaux projets et programmes doivent etre suivis de pres pour s’assurer de leur 
coherence et adequation avec les politiques nationales. Le SP/PANE doit s’informer sur 
les projets en preparation et au cas oti il y a incompatibilite avec les strategies nationales, 
il doit contacter ceux qui preparent le projet pour en discuter. Pour ce faire, il faut 
developper un mecanisme permettant d’assurer la connaissance des nouveaux projets. 
Ceci peut probablement se faire a travers le MEFP, qui detient normalement des 
informations sur les differents projets. Le meme besoin d’identifier les nouveaux projets 
va se poser dans la creation de la banque de don&es sur les projets et au BEIE dans 
I’identification des activites assujetties aux EIE. A cet effet, le SP/PANE le SPIPANE et le 
BEIE de la DIPAC doivent chercher un mecanisme approprie de collaboration. 
Rkdtat 2.2: Roles de toutes les structures de mise en oeuvre du PANE clarifies et 
accept& par toutes les partenaires 
Activite 2.2.1: Analyse des aspects institutionnels de gestion de I’environnement 
Entreprendre une etude en vue de mieux clarifier les attributions des uns et des autres, 
evitant toutes sortes de conflits de competences pouvant entraver la mise en oeuvre de 
la strategic environnementale. 
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Activitk 2.2.2: Organisation de &unions et d’atelier 
Sur la base de I’hde (activite 2.2.1.), des reunions de concertation et un atelier national 
seront organis& avec I’ensemble des partenaires de gestion de gestion de 
I’environnement pour valider de manihe consensuelle, les attributions des uns et des 
autres.. 
Obiectif immbdiat 3: Etablir un rapport sur l’&at de I’environnement 
R&&at 3.1: Le rapport sur I’6tat de I’environnement est disponible 
Activith 3.1.1: 
II s’agit ici d’hlaborer un rapport faisant le point sur la situation de I’environnement au 
Burkina Faso. Ce rapport sera fait sur la base des rapports d’activites des projets A 
caracthe environnemental mais 6galement sur la base d’hudes specifiques. Ces rapports 
d’activites seront fournis par les diff&ents departements ministhiels, les ONCs et autres 
structures intervenant dans le domaine de I’environnement. 
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COMPOSANTE 2: PROGRAMME NATIONAL DE GESTION DE L’INFORMATION SUR 
LE MILIEU (PNCIM) 
OBIECTIF GLOBAL 
A long terme, le Programme National de Cestion de I’lnformation sur le Milieu 
vise I’amelioration de I’utilisation de l’information dans la gestion de I’environnement 
au Burkina Faso. 
OBIECTIFS IMMEDIATS 
obiectif immediat 1: Aider les fournisseurs d’informations environnementales a produire 
des don&es pertinentes et utilisables. 
Resultat 1 .l: Cadre de reference et d/orientation des producteurs d’informations et de 
donnees en rapport avec le suivi de I’environnement cr&. 
Activite 1.1.1: 
Identification des differents producteurs, de leurs difficult& liees a la production des 
donnees et recensement de leurs besoins. 
Activite 1.1.2: 
Mise en place d’un cadre general pour tous les partenaires/producteurs d’informations. 
II s’agit de voir les besoins communs en terme de formation, d’equipement et de 
logiciels afin d’une part d’harmoniser et de synchroniser les progres des partenaires et 
d’autre part afin de gerer les problemes de compatibilite des don&es. 
II a done et6 identifie un premier reseau de 11 partenaires travaillant dans la production 
de I’information environnementale: INERA, DOET, BUNASOLS, DSAP, INSD,CNSF, 
METEO, IRBET, DGVMET, DAT, DIRH. 
Activite 1 .1.3: 
Mise en place de renforcements specifiques pour la production de produits particuliers. 
Les appuis specifiques permettront a certains partenaires de generer ou completer 
I’information necessaire a la mise en oeuvre du Systeme d’lnformation Environnemental 
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(YE). Pour les cas presents, il s’agit de renforcement pour: 
- I’ICB pour la mise en place de points geodesiques pour la cartographic 
- la METE0 pour assurer la continuite de la collecte des don&es 
primaires . 
Resultat 1.2: Responsabilisation accrue de chaque producteur d’informations. 
Activite 1.2.1: Specialisation des fournisseurs 
II s’agira de sensibiliser les producteurs afin que chaque producteur reconnaisse et reste 
dans ses zones d’activites et d’intervention. 
Activite 1.2.2: Orienter les differents bailleurs sur les besoins les plus urgents des 
producteurs. 
Obiectif immediat 2: Mise en place d’un systeme efficace de circulation de I’information 
disponible a tout moment. 
Resultat 2.1: Mise en place et animation d’un reseau de partenaires 
producteursfutilisateurs d’information sur le milieu. 
Activite 2.1 .l: Harmonisation de la nomenclature pour la classification des don&es 
environnementales dans les systemes d’information a reference spatiale 
II s’agira de travailler de concert avec toutes les institutions concernees par la question, 
vegetation/occupation des sols et d’arriver a une harmonisation des nomenclatures afin 
de resoudre en partie les problemes de compatibilite des don&es et de superposition 
des cartes. Les institutions suivantes sont concernees par cette activite : UTIG/ICB, 
BUNASOLS DOET, CNSF, DSAP, INSD, DIRH, IDR, INERAfIRBET, DAT, 
BUMIGEB/PROJET MINIER, METEO, DEPARTKEOCRAPHIE (U.0). 
Une consultation (r-rationale et internationale) aidera a la mise en place de cette 
nomenclature. 
Activite 2.1.2 : Harmonisation de la toponymie 
II s’agira dans cette activite d’arriver a un consensus (au niveau national) sur les noms 
des villes et villages du Burkina Faso. L’objectif est de patvenir a une appellation unique 
pour le m&me village ou la meme ville. Cet objectif atteint permettra un croisement des 
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donnees de differentes institutions. Institutions concernees: FEWS, UNICEF, UTICJICB, 
INSD, PROJET APPUI A LA DEP/EAU. 
A cet effet, des documents seront prepares par les differentes parties et feront I’objet 
d’adoption lors d’ateliers. 
Activite 2.1.3 : Integration des don&es 
II s’agit de la realisation d’un prototype d’integration et d’echange des informations a 
references spatiales B I’echelle du 1/1.000.000 auquel participerait I’ensemble des 
institutions nationales detentrices d’informations. Cet objectif atteint permettra 
d’experimenter les concepts, les normes et les processus d’integration des don&es a 
references spatiales de diverses sources et de faire des analyses beaucoup plus 
pertinentes pour les prises de decision. 
ActivitC 2.1.4: Formation en DBASE et ARC INFO 
Une premiere formation serait une introduction aces logiciels et viserait principalement 
les instituions appelees a contribuer a la production des informations pour le suivi 
ecologique a I’echelle nationale. Au total 18 a 20 institutions participeront a cette 
premiere phase de formation qui durera 10 jours. 
Une deuxieme serie mais d’un niveau superieur interesserait les agents de I’ICB appeles 
2 programmer. 
Activitb 2.1.5: Diffusion de referentiels numeriques de base 
Cette activite concerne la diffusion aupres des tous les partenaires, de tout referentiel 
produit et valid6 aussi par I’IGB que par d’autres institutions sp6cialisees en la mat&e. 
L’objectif est d’arriver a ce que tout le monde utilise le meme referentiel numerique afin 
de resoudre en partie les problemes de juxtaposition et d’echanges des donnees. 
Activitb 2.1.6 :Realisation d’ateliers de definition de SIC 
Les resultats escomptes de ces ateliers sont les suivants: 
- Information des partenaires sur : 
* les inventaires et les potentialites des SIG au Burkina 
* le programme de suivi ecologique du PNGT 
* L’UTIG (programme et realisations) 
* les strategies d’echanges et de partenariat 
* le PNGIM et la coordination de I’information sur le milieu 
Ce resultat atteint permettra de jeter les bases d’une strategic nationale 
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pour approcher les difficult& posees et renforcer davantage le processus de collaboration 
inter-service au benefice des acteurs de developpement. 
- Elaboration de documents de reference pour la mise en place d’une 
strategie/approche concertee et harmonisee en vue de faciliter la coordination des 
activites. 
- Jeter les bases de la mise en place d’un comite national pour la promotion des 
SIG et de la T&detection au Burkina. 
Rhdtat 2.3: Favoriser la collaboration et la complementarite entre les services et les 
structures depositaires de I’information. 
Activitk 2.3.1: Identifier les utilisateurs des don&es environnementales et leurs besoins 
Cette activite devra faciliter la mise en coherence des utilisateurs et I’etablissement d’une 
matrice produits-fournisseursbesoins-clients, ceci dans le but de reorienter aux besoins 
les actions des uns et des autres dans la production de I’information necessaire et 
demandee. 
Activitk 2.3.2: Developper I’esprit d’interet potentiel de I’information pour les autres, 
I’esprit d’ouverture et de partage. 
ActiviM 2.3.3: Gestion de catalogues de don&es (a la disposition des utilisateurs 1 mais 
pas les don&es elles memes. 
II s’agit de recenser les donnees statistiques utiies pour la gestion de I’environnement. 
Ceci permettra I’etablissement d’un catalogue d’information que I’on mettra a la 
disposition de tous les utilisateurs. Ainsi on pourra voir dans le catalogue, qui produit 
telles donnees avec les dates et formats des donnees, I’existence des banques de donnees 
sectorielles et dans quel domaine. 
Le PNGIM devra oeuvrer a la mise en place d’un tel document et maintenir un niveau 
de collaboration entre les differents fournisseurs pour les questions de mise a jour de ce 
catalogue. 
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Obiectif immkdiat 3: 
Appuyer les programmes cadres du PANE et les actions de suivi des programmes et 
projets de developpement. 
R&&at 3.1 : Les programmes cadres du PANE et les actions de suivi des programmes 
et projets environnementaux sont appuyes 
Activitk 3.1.1: Aider a la mise en place d’une banque de donnees sur les projets et 
programmes du PANE 
Activitk 3.1.2: Contribuera larealisation d’un rapportsur I’environnement en fournissant 
les donnees quantitatives sous forme cartographique ou statistique de ce rapport 
Activit6 3.1.3: Analyser et effectuer une synthese de I’information sur le milieu en vue 
des instruments de prise de decision. 
Activitk 3.1.4 : Aider a I’edition et a la publication de bulletins d’information sur le 
PANE et I’ensemble des activites de gestion de I’environnement. 
ActivitC 3.1.5: Etablir une liste d’indicateurs representatifs et suivre leur evolution. 
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COMPOSANTE 3 : SUIVI DES CONVENTIONS 
Obiectif global 
L’objectif general vise la mise en. oeuvre effective des conventions en matiere 
d’environnement ratifiees par le Burkina Faso, le suivi et I’evaluation des differents 
programmes d’actions lies a ces conventions. 
Obiectif 1: Sensibilisation des populations sur les conventions 
R&&at 1.1: Les decideurs, les populations et les partenaires sont sensibilises 
Activit6 1.1.1: Organisation d’exposesdebats 
Organisation d’exposesdebats a travers des reunions et la presse sur le contenu des 
differentes conventions. 
Rhltat 1.2: La documentation sur les differentes conventions sont disponibles et 
comprehensibles par le large public 
Activitk 1.2.1: Assurer une large diffusion des textes des conventions sous forme 
simplifiee, facile a comprendre et dans les principales langues locales 
Rhltat 1.3.: Un consensus sur les objectifs, le contenu des programmes d’action est 
obtenu avec I’ensemble des partenaires 
Activitk 1.3.1: Organiser des ateliers et seminaires sur les progammes d’action 
Obiectif 2: elaboration des programmes d’action nationaux sur les differentes 
conventions 
Rksultat 2.1: Programmes nationaux elabores 
Activit6 2.1 .l : Collecte des don&es de base 
Ce travail sera confie soit a un bureau d’etudes, soit a un consultant, mais sous la 
supervision du SP/PANE a travers la cellule chargee du suivi des conventions. 
Activit6 2.1.2: elaboration des programmes dont les grandes lignes ont deja et6 definies, 
soit par les fora, soit par les journees de sensibilisation. Cette tache sera accomplie par 
un comite de redaction. 
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DEvE‘oPPsmNT DES cAP*.CIT*S DE GBSTION DE L’E*TRONNEI(Pm 
Activitk 2.1.3: Organiser des ateliers pour approuver les avants-projets de programmes. 
Obiectif 3: Assurer le suivi et I’haluation des activitks Lees a la mise en oeuvre des 
conventions 
Rhltat 3.1: MPcanismes approprk de suivi et d’haluation des activith des diffhentes 
conventions disponibles et appliques 
ActiviG 3.1.1: Elaborer des mkanismes approprik de suivi et d’kaluation 
Activite 3.1.2: Elaborer des rapports phiodiques sur I’Ptat de mise en oeuvre des 
conventions 
Obiectif 4: Suivre la mise en oeuvre des conventions au plan international 
Rbsultat 4.1: S’enqukir de I’expkrience des autres pays en vue d’amkliorer les 
mkanismes nationaux de mise en oeuvre et de suivi des conventions. 
Activitk 4.1.1: Redaction et prbentation des rapports nationaux aux reunions 
internationales conform6ment aux dispositions de suivi des conventions 
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COMPOSANTE 3: DEVELOPPEMENT DES COMPETENCES EN ENVIRONNEMENT 
Obiectif alobal 
L’objectif de cette composante est de disposer des ressources humaines en qualit et en quantitk 
suffisantes, B m&me d’assurer une gestion saine de I’environnement. 
Obiectif immediat 1: Assurer une formation sur I’konomie de l’environnement 
R.&hat 1.1: 10 a 1 S cadres nationaux ont et6 form& en economic environnementale au tours 
des dew an&es 
Activit6 1.1.1: Organisation d’un atelier de formation de deux semaines sur I’kconomie 
environnementale, ciblee aux non-konomistes, y compris cadres techniques et enseignants. 
L’appui d’un consultant ayant de solides connaissances en kconomie de I’environnement est 
indispensable. 
Obiectif immkdiat 2: lntroduire le concept environnement et dbeloppement durable a 
I’attention des communicateurs 
II s’agit de faire connaitre aux communicateurs le concept de I’environnement et du 
developpement durable; de susciter I’int&et des journalistes 2 produire des articles, kmissions, 
documents, documentaires, et outils de sensibilisation sur I’environnement; et de fournir aux 
communicateurs les comp&ences requises pour @tre des vrais acteurs de sensibilisation et 
d’information en matiere d’environnement. 
RCsultat 2.1: 10 .I 20 communicateurs ont recu des notions de base sur le concept 
environnement et d&eloppement durable 
ActivitC 2.1.1: Organisation d’un atelier de formation dans le domaine indiqu6 avec I’appui de 
personnes ressources 
Obiectif immCdiat 3: Contribuer B la formation des 6tudiants en mat&e d’environnement 
RCsultat 3.1: 5 a 10 etudiants ont b6n6fici6 de I’appui du SP/PANE pour amkliorer leur 
connaissance dans des domaines spkifiques 
Activith 3.1.1: 
II s’agit des formations de courte duke pour les futurs cadres en fin de cycle de formation a 
I’universitk dam les domaines Ii& a la gestion de I’environnement, tels les etudes d’impact, 
I’tkonomie environnementale, le droit environnemental, le SIC, le dkveloppement rural intbgrk, 
ou autres sujets a la demande. Le projet propose apporter un appui pour une formation sous 
forme de stage ne dkpassant pas 8 mois. 
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COMPOSANTE 5: APPUI AU SP/PANE 
II s’agit de doter le Secretariat Permanent du PANE de moyens financiers et materiels pour Iui 
permettre de fonctionner convenablement et de jouer son role de coordinateur. Ce fonds servira 
a organiser des reunions et ateliers thematiques de concertation, a produire et a ventiler divers 
documents, a engager du personnel contractuel (comptable, gardien et chauffeur), etc. 
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S. I. G. N. U. R 
QV’EST-CE QVE C’BST ? 
S.I.G.N.U.R., c'est le Systeme Integre de Gestion et de Negoces 
pour 1'Utilisation des Ressources. 
ou LE TROWRR ? 
Au 206, Avenue Tibo-Bernard OUEDRAOGO a Koulouba, secteur 4 en 
zone residentielle de Ouagadougou. 
CONNKNT LR CONTACTNR ? 
Adresse Postale : 01 BP 525 - OUAGADOUGOU ~01 
BURKINA FASO (Afrique Occidentale) 
Telephone : 30.71.49 
Telex 5409 - BF 
Telecopie : (226) 33.44.08 
QUAND ? 
Du Lundi au Vendredi 
Matin : 7H:30 TU a 12H:30 TU 
Apres midi : 15H:OO TU a 18H:OO TU. 
QUB FAIT S.I.G.N.U.R. ? 
Le Systeme Integre de Gestion et de Negoces pour l'utilisation 
des Ressources est mis en place par une entreprise Burkinabe qui 
a pour champs d'action : 
le developpement international : etudes et analyses de 
programmes socio-Bconomiques, ainsi que leurs 
realisations en milieu rural et urbain ; 
la promotion des investissements : mise en oeuvre et 
suivi d'operations commerciales, industrielles et 
artisanales, soutenues par un service de 
representation et d'ingenieurs conseils ; 
les relations publiques : contacts entre operateurs 
economiques nationaux et internationaux, organisation 
de Gjours, d'etudes et de prospection, animation de 
groupe de recherche et de reflexion. 
ET PIJIS QUO1 RNCORN ? 
S.I.G.N.U.R. s'est dote d'un service d'intervention et 
d/information pour l'exploitation de banques de donnees, 
l'assistance administrative, les liaisons et communications 
interprofessionnelles. Son personnel multilingue (francais, 
anglais, allemand, espagnol, moork, bambara, fulfulde), se tient 
d votre disposition. L'efficacite, la rapidite et la qualite de 
nos services vous sont assures. 
QVANT A VOVS . . . . 
N'hesitez pas a nous contacter. 
A BIENTOT DONC... SO COME AND SEE US ! 
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Systime Intkgrb de Gestion et de Nkgoces 
pour I’Utilisation des Ressources 
S.I.G.N.U.R. 
NOTE D’INFQRMATION 
01 B.P. 525 - Ouagacklugou 01 
BURKINA FASO (West Africa) 
T&I : 30 71 49 -T&x : 5409 BF 
Fax : (226) 33 44 08 
S.I.G.N.U.R. est une entreprise individuelle burkinabe 
immatriculge au Registre du Commerce de Ouagadougou sous le nom 
d‘Abdoulaye BARRY. Cr&e en 1986, elle a pour vocation de 
developper et de valoriser les ressources locales, tout en 
favorisant les &changes intra et internat-ionaux des biens et 
services qu'elle fournit. 
S.I.G.N.U.R. agit principalement dans les domaines de 
l'agriculturefelevage, de l'industrie, de l'artisanat et du 
commerce. Son champ d'action s'etend sur 1'Afrique a partir du 
Burkina Faso. L'exportation de fruits et legumes, l'approche 
organisationnelle pour le destockage du betail sahelien, les 
conseils en investissement avec appui en relations publiques, les 
etudes de projets et l'analyse-evaluation de programmes de 
developpement rural ont constitue la majeure partie de ses 
activitk au tours de ses sept ans d/existence. 
Constitui! de Burkinabes et d'expatries, les cadres de 
S.I.G.N.U.R. viennent d'horizons et de formations aussi divers 
que solides. Notre approche pluridisciplinaire et integree est 
possible grace & la somme d'expirience que les uns et les autres 
ont acquis auparavant a travers le systeme des Nations Unis, la 
gestion de programmes d/assistance internationale, le secteur 
prive, et les formations de niveau superieur respectives. 
Sur le terrain, S.I.G.N.U.R. beneficie de la confiance de ses 
partenaires. Des fonds aussi publics que prives lui ont deja et@ 
aloues pour le montage et l'execution de projets passes ou en 
tours. Des accords privilegies de representation et de travail 
existent entre la societe et d'autres compagnies et institutions 
africaines, europeennes et americaines. Tout est mis en oeuvre 
pour continuellement satisfaire notre clientele qui se consolide 
davantage et progressivement. 
Nous sommes pour la cooperation et le partenariat Nord-Sud qui, 
comme cela se constate chaque jour, passe necessairement par le 
developpement des rapports-&changes Sud-Sud... "La gestion de 
l'efficacite" nous l'impose a S.I.G.N.U.R. ! 
I 
Dkembre 1993 
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1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
LISTE D’EXEMPLE DE REFERENTIELS 
Exportation et commercialisation au sein de la CEE des 
haricots verts, de la mangue et de la papaye du Burkina. 
Tests de marche, de confitures exotiques de la CDEAO 
Europe. 
Etude de mise en place d'une centrale urbaine d'achat, 
traitement et de distribution des produits agricoles 
d'elevage. 
en 
de 
et 
Importation de semences de pomme de terre des Pays-Bas avec 
essais varietaux au Sahel. 
Etude de factibilite pour la restructuration de la Societi! 
Industrielle du Polyster (SIP) a Ouagadougou. 
Exploitation d'unite semi-industrielle de production de 
beurre a partir d'amande de karite du Burkina. 
Assistance pendant trois ans, a la gestion du contrat 
d'execution du groupement Voith-Thyssen dans le montage des 
turbines et de la Vantellerie au sein du projet de barrage 
hydro-electrique et agricole de la Kompienga. 
Conception et elaboration de la banque de projets de 
1'Agence d'Ex&cution des Travaux d'Inter&t Publics a Haute 
Intensite de main d'oeuvre au Burkina, sur financement 
Banque Mondiale dans le cadre des mesures d'accompagnement 
du programme d'Ajustement structurel. 
Assistance & la determination des actions a entreprendre et 
des operations a realiser pour le compte du projet "Foret 
et Securite Alimentaire en zone Sahelienne" de la FAO. 
Representation du groupe EIFFEL-CMS Ingenieurs dans le 
cadre du financement et de la realisation du barrage hydro- 
electrique et hydro-agricole de Bagri, pour le lot hydro- 
mecanique. 
Gestion de la partie nationale de l'expertise sollicitee 
pour le contrat cadre PASAISATEC-SIES sur financement FED 
au Burkina pour des etudes telles que : 
Etude d'Identification pour un Programme d'Appui 
du FED au sous-secteur cerealier. 
Rapport de synthese pour la mise en oeuvre d'un 
Programme d'Appui FED au Secteur de 1'Elevage au 
Burkina Faso. 
Etude pour un Programme d'Appui a la Filiere Mais 
Etude de la Creation d'une Filiere Lait 
Programme d'Appui Technique et Financier aux 
Institutions Financieres Decentralisees. 
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Etude de Faisabilite d'un Programme d'Appui au 
Stockage Villageois dans les zones alimentaires 
deficitaires du Burkina Faso. 
Etude d'un Programme de Recherche Developpement 
dans le secteur Elevage burkinabe. 
Etude de Faisabilite pour 1'Elaboration dans le 
cadre du Programme d'Ajustement Sectoriel 
Agricole d'un plan National d'Intervention en 
Situation 'de Crise Alimentaire et 1'Appui a 
1'Institution Nationale chargee de sa mise en 
oeuvre 
Etude et Concertation avec les Organisations 
Paysannes sur les Besoins d'Appui au Monde Rural 
12. Analyse des goulots d'etranglement a la consommation des 
credits sur requete de la Banque Mondiale. 
13. Assistance a la formation pour la gestion privee des 
unites de forages B l'echelle villageoise. 
14. Formation des formateurs en gestion des programmes de 
developpement rural. 
15. Interventions aupres d‘instituts internationaux de 
recherches et developpement. 
16. Programme prive de developpement des bases de l'export 
entre regions africaines d'une part et entre 1'Afrique et 
les autres continents d'autres parts. 
17. Approche analytique de la promotion du cheptel sahelien sur 
les marches du Moyen Orient : exemple de la possibilite de 
substitution du mouton bali-bali au betail australien dans 
les pays arabes du Golfe. 
18. Etude de faisabilite d'une minoterie de ma'is dans le 
Sourou. 
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Abdoulaye M. Barry 
01 B.P. 525 
Ouagadougou 01, Burkina Faso 
West Africa 
Tel: 30-71-49 
Fax: (226) 33 44 08 
EDUCATION 
1980-1981 
1978-l 980 
1976-1977 
1971-1972 
Purdue University, West Lafayette, Indiana, USA. 
Graduate course work in Agricultural Economics and Botany. 
Purdue University, West Lafayette, Indiana. USA. 
B.S. in International Agronomy. 
Course work in Cooperative Development, International Trade 
and Marketing of Agricultural Products. 
Universite de Ouagadougou, Burkina Faso, West Africa. 
Course work in Arts and Humanities. 
Legon University, Accra, Ghana, West Africa. 
Course work in Languages and Economics. 
WORK EXPERIENCE 
1986-Present Set up and management of own business. Head of a core staff of 4 
people, involved in investments promotion ventures, international 
development projects and public relations outreach programs. The 
company, Systeme Integre de Gestfon et de Negoces pour 
I’Utilisation des Ressources (SIGNUR), is incorporated in 
Ouagadougou, Burkina Faso with activities mainly in West Africa 
and partners in Europe and the USA. 
1985-l 986 Director of Partnership for Productivity (PFP)/Ethiopian Program. 
PFP was a U.S. private voluntary organization involved in drought 
relief and agricultural rehabilitation efforts in Ethiopia with 
emphasis on seed projects designed for the Wello and Tigray 
provinces. Performed the duties of PFP field representative in 
Addis Ababa. 
1984-1985 Free lance Consultant: 
- design of an integrated rural development macro project in 
northern Burkina Faso, sponsored by World Vision International. 
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Barry p.2 
- Design and implementation of a seed bank program in the 
Sahel for the Federation of Evangelical Churches and 
Missions of Burkina Faso (FEME). Technical Advisor to the 
Executive Secretary of the FEME Development Projects Office, 
while managing the seed bank project. 
- Member of the Permanent Secretariat of Non Governmental 
Organisations (SPONG) survey team on the drought efforts in 
Burkina Faso. 
- Participant in the international organizations (USAID, EEC, 
UNICEF, World Food Program, French and German bilateral aid, 
Save the Children, The Red Cross, Catholic Relief Services, 
Caritas) regular information exchanges on drought monitoring 
and coordination of strategies for relief and development at the 
national level. 
- Development of marketing research for Minnesota fiber fuels 
export venture, under the auspices of the Duluth Port Authority. 
Renewable sources of energy programs in the West Indies with 
Haiti and Jamaica as primary target countries. 
- Technical assistance to Partnership for Productivity and 
America’s Development Foundation in the preparation of a 
project proposal regarding the organization of local seed banks 
in drought affected regions of Ethiopia, Sudan, Mali and Burkina 
Faso. 
1982- 1984 Projects Director, Dori Impact Area (SCFff DC Burkina Faso). in charge of 
a grass roots integrated development program undertaken in the Sahel 
by the Burkina Faso Field Office of Save the ChildrenlFondation de 
D&veloppement Communautaire-USA. 
Responsibilities involved directing, coordinating and supervising five key 
operational sectors (agriculture/environment, education, health/nutrition, 
productivity and sponsorship) throughout the Dori district in northern 
Burkina Faso. Primary tasks encompassed village level activities, overall 
administrative, personnel and financial management, liaison with other 
private volunteer organizations, donors and government agencies. 
Programming duties consisted of projects identification, implementation, 
monitoring and evaluation, which required extensive field trips and 
constant presence on the project sites. 
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Barry p.3 
Concurrently with the Projects Director’s duties, filled out the 
Agriculture/Environment sector coordinator’s position with direct 
involvement in cereal banks construction, grainmarketing strategies, 
village gardens and reforestation activities, dissemination of semi-arid 
land technology, communal farms and cereal production. Supervised a 
staff of twenty people from a central office in Don and across a fifty 
kilometer radius operational impact area. 
Executive Secretary of “SAHEL 84”, a consortium of six non 
governmental organizations active in the Seno Province. “SAHEL 84 
was created to face that year’s famine and drought situation in the 
Province; it served as a coordinating and implementation body in the 
relief efforts with programs for seed rehabilitation, livestock rescue and 
water retention. My tasks for “SAHEL 84” were performed on a voluntary 
basis, in addition to my SCFIFDC functions above. 
1981-l 982 Assistant Projects Development Officer, USAID/Burkina Faso. Primary 
responsibility was to serve as Assistant to the Capital Projects Design 
Officer. Chief duties included: 
- Analytical review of proposals for project activities coming from 
AIDMlashington, the Burkina Faso Government and other agencies in 
Burkina Faso. 
- Assisted in the preparation of design documents (projects identffication 
papers, discussions with government officials and consultants on 
projects design, travelling alone or with design teams to the field, 
project paper write-up, verification of required budget and tabular data 
etc.). 
- Assisted in the overall operations of the Program Office functions 
relating to project design and evaluation, such as preparing and 
clearing of project implementation orders, maintaining design records 
and files, preparing French language correspondence, scheduling 
meetings and logistics, participating in the analysis of the Country 
Development Strategy Statement and the Annual Budget Submission. 
1978-l 981 Student employment, Purdue University, USA.: farm helper, laboratory 
assistant (small grains), interpreter-translator, tutor, etc. 
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1976-1977 Program specialist, USAID Seed Multiplication Project. Coordination 
between the government of Burkina Faso, USAID and private firms for 
the implementation of the first seed program in the country (seed 
laboratory construction, equipment installation, seed production and 
distribution). In charge of logistics. 
Transferred to the International Institute of~Tropical Agriculture 
(IITA/lbadan, Nigeria) to help establish a five month intensive training 
program for four Sahelian countries (Mali, Senegal, Chad and Burkina 
Faso) in seed multiplication and crop production. 
1975-l 976 Free Lance Consultant. Market development for import and export 
transactions between inland and coastal countries of West Africa. 
Participant in various trade fairs on the African continent. Feasibility 
studies for small local projects and enterprises. 
1974-1975 Sales Manager, SCOA Motor Company (La Soci&& Commerciale de 
I’Ouest Africain). SCOA was the national dealer for Volkswagen, 
Mitsubishi, Ford and Berliet automobiles in Burkina Faso, with its 
headquarters in Paris. Was responsible for import, customs clearance 
and marketing strategy of new cars and trucks. As Department Head, 
supervised six employees. 
1972-l 974 Assistant Traffic Manager, Lang Afrique in Abidjan. Ivory Coast. 
(Overseas branch of Lang Engineering Corporation, Coral Gables, 
Florida). Responsible for the air freight division of a sixty million dollar 
sugar complex (cane plantation and refinery) funded through a US loan 
to the Ivory Coast. Involved in the sea freight handling division also. 
Carried out public relations duties concurrently with other functions. 
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-o- 7JRRICULU-M VITAE -o- 
NOM ET PRENOMS : SAWADOGO usmane 
DATE ET LIEU DE NAISSANCE : 1956 a Konean Province du Sanmatenga 
(BURKINA FASO) 
NUMERO MATRICULE : 23.416 
SITUATION MATRIMONIALE : Marie, Deux (2) enfants 
FONCTION : Navigateur de Prise de Vues depuis le ler/11/1980 
~Heures de vol pour travaux photos aeriennes : 830 heures 
EXPERIENCES PROFESSIONNELLES 
Depuis 1980 a l*Institut Geographique du BURKINA (1.G.B) comme 
Navigateur de Prise de Vues aeriennes et participe aux PrOjetS 
importants suivants : 
- Couverture g&&ale du BURKINA FASO a l'khelle l/50.000& ; 
- Couverture photographique du BURKINA 5 l'khelle l/50.0008 pour le 
projet : BID/BURKINA (Bassin des fleuves) ; 
- Couverture photographique en MAURITANIE (perimetre de M"BOUT pour 
le compte de SETAM CONSULT (FRANCE) ; 
- Couverture photographique BURKINA-TOGO-BENIN pour le COmpte de 
l'OMS/ONCHO a l'khelle l/50.0008 ; 
- Couverture photographique au TOGO pour le compte de TECHNOSYNESIS 
(L-E) i 
- Couverture photographique urbaine pour le compte de la DGUTC 
(Direction G&-kale de l*Urbanisme, de la Topographie et du 
Cadastre) -0UAGADOUGOU ; a l'bchelle ‘l/10.000& 
- Couverture photographique au BURKINA pour le compte du P.N.G.T. 
-(Programme National pour la Gestion des Terroirs) au l/20.000& et 
1/50.000e ; 
- Couverture photographique pour le compte du projet PNUD/BKF/93/003 
au l/20.000& ; 
- Couvarture photographiqus pour la compte du projet de cartographic 
du Sud-Ouest du BURKINA aux dchelles 1/50.000& ; 1/20.000~ et 
1/10.000e. 
~OUVERTURE PHOTOGRAPHIOUE AU NIGER 
- Ville de NIAMEY l/3.000 - l/4.000 - l/50.000, 
- RQgion de Gaya (Roneraies) au l/20.000, 
- Ville de Tilabery - Birni N'Koni - Tessaoua - Mirriah - Diffa au 
1/20.000&, 
- Arrondissement de SAY au l/20.000 pour le compte, ENERGIE II, 
- Ddpartement de TAHOUA au l/50.000 pour le compte G.T.2, 
- Ville de TAHOUA au l/8.000 pour le compte G.T.2, 
- Projet TARKA au l/20.000 pour ale compte INGENIGER, 
- Projet Keita au l/20.000 pour compte ENGENIGER. 
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.DIVERS PROJETS POUR LES BUTS SUIVANTS : 
- Couvert veg&tal, 
- Amenagements hydro-agricoles, 
- Ligne de force (H.T) 
- Trace de route 
- Etude minike et points d'eau, etc... 
OUAGADOUGOU, le 23 Janvier 1995 
SAWADOGO Ousmane 
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PROFESSIONAL REPORTS 
ENVIRONMENTAL PROCEDURES OF INTERNATlONAL 
ORGANIZATIONS: A PRELIMINARY EVALUATION 
Abstract. This paper undeMlres an analysis and evaluation of official envirmunental review prcccdurcs published by three international 
organiruwtions-the United Nations Environment Programme RJNEP), the World Bank. and the United Nations Developmat Programme 
(LINDP). I assess the extent 10 which these procedures provide explicit and adequate guidance to policynukers in fostering greaterawareness 
and consideration of rnvironmental factors in developmental planning and decisionmalung. I analyze and evaluate the content of these 
% pmced~surin~crite~apenainingtov~ouranalyticfuoctionsinvolvedinenvimomental~view.Theanalyrirandevaluationindicatesthat 
r 
the envimnmental review procedures used by these organizations are minimally adequate in integrating environmental concerns into the I- 
planning. approval and implementation of pmpxcd developmental activity. These pmudtues also contain a surprising anmuflt of detailed 
and specitic information and guidance which should enhance their usefulness to their users. 
INTRODUCTION 
Although the nexus between environment and development 
is well recognized, as evidenced by the growing popularity of 
the concept of sustainable development, the task of integrat- 
ing environmental considerations into developmental plan- 
ning and decisionmaking has not been easy. particularly for 
international organizations. In their efforts to promote devel- 
opment and other policies that are environmentally sound and 
sustainable in the long tern, many international organize- 
tions are faced with conflicting and contradictory demands 
and expectations. Many of the existing organizations and 
policies in the area of environment and development were 
established on the basis of natmw mandates and concerns. 
and they tend to be independent and fragmented. Envitwt- 
mental and developmental responsibilities are not concen- 
n-at.4 in a few institutions but are separated and spread 
around several instiNtions. For instance, the United Nations 
Environment F’mgramme (UNEP) was created primarily for 
coordinating the environmental activities of the United Na- 
tions system. while the United Nations Development Ro- 
gramme (UNDP) has been, and continues to be, engaged 
primarily in developmental activities and programs. 
Furthermore. organizations that are primarily financial. de- 
velopmental, or agricultural are now expected to be aware of 
andinte~teenvironmentalconsiderationsintoplanningand 
decisionmaking. Although neither exclusively environmen- 
tal nor developmental, international organizations such as the 
Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO), the World Health 
Organization(WH0). and the WorldMeteorological Organi- 
zation -0). for example, have environmental and devel- 
opmental responsibilities in addition to their primary con- 
hfadhu hiaUk is a doctoral candidate in UK Department of Political 
Scieocc, Purdue Uoiversityy. West Lafayette. IN 47907. 
cems (Nikitina and Soroos, 1995). Also, existing instiNtiOns 
.and policies on environment and develomnat have tended to 
. focus largely upon after-lbc-fact of damage. because 
manyofthemaredireftedatthesymptomsofharmfulgrowth 
and development. rather than the sources (WCED, 1987: 9). 
Thus, there is a serious aced for greater coordination and 
cooperation among international organizations concerned 
withenvironmental protection and sustainable development, 
particularlyinsharingresourcesaodknowledgeandavoiding 
duplication and waste. Tltere is an even greater need for these 
organizations to UndergoinstiNtion~ reforms such that their 
policies andmechanismsare better able to prevent damage to 
the environment before it occurs and they are able to design 
programs and policies that undertake developmental activity 
that is sustainable in the future as well as envimnmentally 
sound. In other words. it is imperative that international 
organizations ‘Qam to think” ecologically flaylor. 1984). 
Intematiooalorganizationsdevelopmental,environmental, 
and financial4tave begun to adopt procedures that antici- 
pate and prevent environmental damage from development 
and other projects and policies. In order to accomplish this, 
they have begun to consider the ecological dimension of 
policiesandactionsduringthcplanning,applov~. andimple- 
mentation stages. In many cases, suchchanges have required 
policymaken within international organizations to assess the 
potential impacts of new technologies before they are widely 
used in order toensure that their production. use. anddisposal 
do not harm or degrade envimtxnental resources (Le Restre. 
1995). In other words. international organizations have be- 
gun to reorient their policies and decisionmaking processes 
by integrating economic and ecological considerations in 
decisionmaking, by placing greater focus on the sources of 
envimnmentd problems as well as theii effects, and by 
integrating production with resource conseawtion. Thus. 
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international organizations are undertaking institutional 
changes as part of the process of organizational “learning” 
(Bartlett et al., 1995). 
Some international organizations have published prwedums 
and guidelines for integrating environmental considerations 
into developmental decisionmaking through a variety of 
processes ranging from environmental impact assessment 
(HA) to envimomcntal assessment @A) to environmental 
management (EM). These pr~cedurw and guidelinw vary 
tremendously in terms of conten& substance. and length, with 
some being sophisticated and detailed, while others are 
general and brief. Since the procedures published by intema- 
tional organizations are utilized and implemented by 
pdicytnakers within various counties with differing eco- 
nomic and political systems, diiet’ent levels of developmenf 
and different historical experiences, they are of necessity 
general and, in some cases, ambiguous. 
Then is, as of yet, no standard framework by which to 
evaluatetheabilityoftheseenvironmentalmvicwprocedures 
of iotemationai org&ations to integrate envimomental 
considerations adequately into development planning and’ 
decisionmaking. Then is. however, a need to evaluate such 
procedures. particularly as more and more international orga- 
nizations are developing and integrating them into their day 
do-day activities and operations. 
It is important to clarify hen that tbe focus of this research is 
limited to an evaluation of the policy design; in other words. 
thisresearchfocusesontheenvironmentalnviewprocedurrs 
and not on the environmental review pmcesse~ that these 
procedures prescribe. Ultimately, however. it is the way 
policymakers and project managers use these pmcedmes in 
woducting environmental review processes. such as EIA. 
that will determine the extent to which international otgani- 
&ions are able to integrate eavimomencal considerations 
effectively into planning and decisionmaking. Thus. it is 
incumbent upon international organizations to design and 
create procedures that provide meaningful and useful goid- 
axe to their users such that they have the p&e&d to 
integrate environment and development effectively in 
decisionmaking. 
lltus, I assess here whether the environmental review pmce- 
dmes used by international organizations provide explicit 
and adequate guidance to policymakers in fostering greater 
awareness and consideration of environmental factors in 
developmental planning and decisionmaking. Such ao as- 
sessment is useful for improving pokydesignby identifying 
possible amendmeots and improvemenu to these procedmw 
in the future. The analysis and evahmtion focoscs primmily 
on the environmental review procedures published and used 
by three international organizations: UNEP. the World Bank, 
and UNDP. 
MALIK 
METHOD OF ANALYSIS 
Over the last two decades, the practice of envimnmen~ 
nview has extended to international governmental and non- 
governmental organkatioos and has halted in the publica- 
tion Of a Variety of guidelines and pmcedmes for costing the 
consideration of environmental concerns in developmenti 
planning and decisionmaking (Table 1). 
Although the environmental proced~~ contained in these 
documents vary in length, in the extent of detailed guidance 
provided to policymakcrs, and in their spe&fkity, the funda- 
mental objectives of all these procedures are essentially the 
SmlC: t0 Create greater awareness of the environmental ef- 
ects 
1 
of development activity and to foster pter co#ider- 
ationoftheseeffcctcthroughoutpl~g~ddccisionmakiag. 
I assess here, by analysis and evaluation of theenvirmtmenti 
pnXedurrS created and pubfished by international otgti- 
tions. the extent to whichpolicymakers and pmject maoagen 
using these guidelines have the p~ential to realize soy Of 
these objectives. 
At this early stage of the researc h.itismomosefoltoanal~ 
environmental prccedmw that arc general in scope and that 
can be applied to programs and projects of different scaIe and 
type, rather than pmcedwes that are more speciftc to certain 
typesofdevclopmentalactivitya.ndpmjects.’Thos,thea~I~y- 
sis here is limited to those international organizations that 
have developed general guidelines for integrating environ- 
mental awareness and considerations into all types of devel- 
opment activity. Envimomeotal procedtuea of several inter- 
national organizations met this reqoirement (Table 1); of 
these. I have selected for analysis and evahution the cnvimn- 
mental procedures of UNEP, the World Bank, and UNDP for 
the following reasons. 
FrsS they represent international orgaoizations engaged in 
environmental, fmancial. and developmental activity, re- 
spectively. and they also present colktively. thmugh their 
partnxrship in the Global Eavimomeotal Facility, interna- 
of ewimamental rwiew prccess-EIA. 
EA. and EM. respectivelyand, tbezefom. they provide a 
spectrumandvarieryofenvironmenralprocesscsforanalysis 
and evaluatioo. 
The analysis is further limited to these three organizations’ 
pmce&ea for integratiog eoviroommtal coocems into de- 
velopment decisionmaking only, iacluding any procedures 
chat might be supplementary or reinforcing. For this study, 
theanalysisof~viroamentalproccdurcswasrrstrictcdtothe 
fouowing: (1)uNEPk &nvkwwwlml &Jacl A.wessm.?nL: 
B&c Proce&ues for Devdoping Colrmriu (1988) in its 
entirciy; (Z)Chapta 1 of the World Bat&s Environmcnrol 
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AssessmcnrSourccbook(l~l), whichsumman ‘zea d-ebank’s , CHARACTERIZATION OF INTERNATIONAL. 
EA requirements and identifies the environmental review 
I 
ORGANIZATIONS 
process; and (3)Part KI of UNDP’s JfwufbwkandGuidelines 
for Environmemo Manngcmcnt and Sustainable Develop- I 
In recent years, international organizations have made cow 
mmt, which consists of the operational guidelines for cnvi- 
siderable progress in strengthening and clarifying the I&- 
ronmental management (1992). 
tionship between environment and development by raising 
public awamness @‘Anieti, 1995; Downie. 1995). through 
Table 1. Techniques of Environmental Protection in Environmental Decisionmaklng 
I. Antarctic Treaty. Fmtocol on Environmental Pmtdion (set 9.A). Art 8 and Amex I--Environmcnlal Impact 
assessment Rocedmx (21 Jana 1991). 
2. EEC Council Directive: Assessmenl of the Effects of Certain Public aad Private Projects on the Bnvimnmeat (27 
June 1985). 
3. Espm (Fmland) Convmtioa on !Zwimmnentat Impact Assessment ia a Tmnsboundary Context. ECE (25 Fcbmary 
1991). 
4. FAO: Comparative Legal Stady on Environmental Impact Assessmeat and Agricultwal Development (1982). 
5. FAO’s Pmccduras for Environmental Impact Assessmeat. 
6. PINNWA’s Gaidctbxs for Eav’iro~tal Impact Assusmca~ 
7. The Ndhulaads’ Envimmncmal Impact Assessnxnt in Davelopment Coopration 
8. NORAD’s Eiwim~vntal Impact Assessment of Developmot Aid Projects. 
9. OECD Council Rewmm=an&tioa: Analysis of the Bnvimammtat Coasequcnces of Si8nitica.u Fublic aad Fiivate 
Projects (14 November 1974). 
IO. OECD Council Rbcommadatioa: Assessment of Potential En vurmmental Effects of chemicals (14 Novemta 
1974). 
Il. OU3DCouacitR txommdatioa: Assessment of Fiojects with Significant Impact 011 the Eaviraament (8 May 
1979). 
12. OECD Council Recommendation: Fmvimamentat Asswmaat of Devclopmeat Assistance Projects pnd 
Prqrmma (20 June 1985). 
13. OECLl’s Development Assistanca Committee Gaideliaed on Bnvimnme otandAid 
14. UNLFs Handbook and Goidetincs for Emiromneatal Maaagemeat aad Sustainable Development (Februay 1992). 
15. UNEF Goveming Council Decision: Goals and Riaciplas of Envimamcatal Jmpact Assessment (17 June 1987). 
16. UNEF’s Environmental Impact AsJwssment: Basic Fmcadams for Devdcpiag Countries (1988). 
17. UNDO Envimnmentat Apesat Guidelines for Category A Pmjects. 
18. UNWG Environmental Appmisal Gaidelinca for Catqny B Projects. 
19. U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID): Emimnmntat Frxeduru (30 June 1976). 
20. Wellington Convention 00 the RegaIatioa of Antarctic Miaeml Rasowces Activities (Arts. 4,37[71[dl-[cl, 39[21[cl. 
54[3]b]) (2 June 1988). 
(il.~WatdBa&OpaatioaatDirectivc%vimnmantal Assamat” (hbemha 1989). 
.smuce: wdu tt al.. 1991: n&21: lmDP. 19% 4u8. 
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monitoring and research, by enhancing scientilic and techni- 
cal knowledge and understanding of the issues (Nikitina and 
Soroos. 1995), and by developing environmental laws that 
have encouraged innovative and new control technologies 
(WCED. 1987). Many international organizations have also 
made moderate to serious efforts to enhance their own insti- 
tutional capacity and reorganize their organizational strut- 
turestobetterintegrateenvironmentalcoocemsintodevelop- 
mental planning and decisionmaking. Three such intema- 
tional organizations are UNEP. the World Bank. and UNDP. 
Each of these organizations has developed guidelines and 
procedures for integrating environment and development in 
policy formulation. program planning, and project imple- 
mentation. 
The United Nations Environment Programme (UhXP) 
During the past 20 years. members of UNEP’s Goveming 
Council have urged UNEP to help clarify the linkages be- 
tween development and the environment. The council be- 
lieved that such clarification would help integrate issues of 
environmental and resource management co~cem into the 
framework of economic decisionmaking and thus pmvide a 
basis for long-term and sustainable development (Ahmad et 
al., 1989). The Brundtland Commission, too, identified sev- 
eral ways in which UNEP could be better adapted to addmss- 
ing issues of sustainable development: reinforcing and ex- 
tending its catalytic and coordinating role and strengthening 
its mle as the principal SOUICC on environmental data. assess- 
ment. and reporting, as well as in developing, testing, and 
applytng practical methodologies for environmental assess- 
ment at project and national levels (WCED, 1987: 320). 
Agenda 21 on sustainable development asks UNEP speciti- 
ally. in paragraph 38.22(c). toconcentmteon the following: 
further development and promotion of the widest 
possible use of environmental impact assessments. 
including activities carried out under the auspices of 
United Nations specialized agencies, and in connec- 
tion with every significant economic development 
project or activity. (UNEP. 1992: 3) 
In response to these mandates, UNEP is increasingly geared 
toward enhancing its scientific and technological capacity to 
better meet the changing demands and requirements for 
sustainable development in the developing world. Accord- 
ingly, UNEP has undertaken initiatives in developing prin- 
ciples and guidelines for EL4 at the national. regional, and 
international levels. In June 1987. UNEP adopted a set of 
goals and principles on EIA (UNEP. 1987). These goals and 
principles on EL4 were of necessity of the most basic and 
essential nature. since they were to be applied in clxmhies 
with varying experience, tditions, legal systems, level of 
cconomicdevelopmcn~andavailabilityofhainedpeno~el. 
They were also of a recommendation nature and were de- 
signed to form the basis of national legislation and for 
bilateral and regional agreements. Together, the goals and 
MALIK 
principles were intended to identify the precepts essential to 
effective EIA. Then ~JNEP went On to fomutlate these goals 
ad principles into a set of EIA guidelines and prwedum for 
developing counties as they undertook major development 
Pmjecu.(UNEP. 1988). 
The World Bank 
It was not until the late 1980s. with mounting pn?SSUre from 
theG7Summit,industrializedcounuies,~dnongovemmen- 
tal organizations (NCOs). that the World Bank acknowl- 
edged the need to integrate environmental concerns into its 
development planning and implementation. Once it did rec- 
ognize the growing threat of environmental degradation. 
however. it embarked on a serious campaign of adaptation 
andleaming. ‘Ihebankbeganamajorprogramofreorienting 
its institutional and managerial capabilities toward greater 
envimnmental concerns. It reordered its policy priorities and 
lending operations and revised its management practices and 
organixation stmcture.s (L.e Resrn, 1989,1995). 
In keeping witbtbis raientation, the bank ttndertook several 
institutional reforms and deve~oprnents. Fit, it created an 
Environment Deparhnent in its Policy, Research, and EXM- 
nal Affairs complex to carry out the policy priorities and 
lending operations with the new attention toenvironmentally 
sustainable development. The bank also installed four En% 
mnment Divisions in the Technical Department of each 
regional complex to carry out “day-to-day responsibility for 
ensuring the envimnmental quality of Bank operations” 
(Hiiono,l993; LePresue, 1995). Other developments under- 
takenbythebanktointegrateenvironmentalconcemsintoiu 
day-to-day operations include the following: (l)cret+ti~n of 
the Consultant Trust Fund for the Environment (CTFE) in 
1989, (2)publishing counhyqecific envimnmental issue 
papers and regional analysis papers focusing on specific 
environmental problems, (3)assisting in the formulation of 
formal National Environmental Policy Plans (Himno, 1993). 
and (4)sponsotig national and international training work- 
shops oo environmental assessment (G&land, 1991: 812). 
Tbe key component of the bank’s process of learning was its 
program on environmental assessment, which was to occur 
both at the project and policy levels. Project managers were 
required to integrate environmental considerations early into 
all lendiig decisions, and environmental issues were to be 
addressed witbin the framework of national policies as well 
(Le Rare. 1995). ‘Ike bank’s Environment Department 
publishedin 1991 an EnvironmenlalAsscssmentSourcebook 
designed to assist all those people involved in environmental 
assessment, whether in the bank or outside, by offering 
practical guidance for designing sustainable development 
pmjecu (World Bank, 1991). It serves as a reference manual 
for aU those involved in environmental assessment and con- 
tainsinformationootheenvironmentalassessmentprofessas 
required by the World Bank’s Operational Directive on EA 
(OD 4.00 Annex A, October 1989). 
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In sum. then, the Environment Deportment of the bank has 
begun to make progress toward integrating environmental 
concerns into developmental planning and decisionmaking, 
primarily due to rigorous analysis of the environmental 
aspects of policy formulation and research and in the prepa- 
ration of environmental assessment guidelines. To the extent 
that it has been able to achieve these objectives. the bank has 
demonstratedacapacityto”learn.“Nonethele~~.m~ype~pIe 
andmany NGOsarenotveryimpressedby theorganizational 
changes, institutional restructuring. and environmental guid- 
ance undenaken by the bank. The jury is still out on whether 
such changes constitute meaningful “learning” by the bank 
and whether they will improve the environmental petfor- 
mance of the bank in the long term. 
The United Nations Developmen( Programme (UNDP) 
Although UNDP primarily has a mandate for promoting 
economic development in developing countries, it has main- 
tained a high level of environmental awareness in its devel- 
opmentaactivitics.Overtheyears.UNDPhassuppatedattd 
funded activities that promote sustainable development. This 
organization is uniquely qualified to identify and operate 
projects oriented toward environrnentalIy sustainable devel- 
opment. It is increasingly reoriented toward assisting devel- 
oping countries to enhance their own human resources and 
institutional capacity to promote sustainable development. 
Through its Environmental Strategy and Action Plan, UNDP 
has enhanced the institutional and managerial ability of 
developing countries to formulate and implement policies 
that promote sustainable development by assisting them with 
the transfer of environmental technology (Hiirono, 1993). 
Although UNDP has undertaken significant pmjects and 
activities in promoting sustainable development under its 
own initiative, it has also worked closely with other intema- 
tional organizations. particularly in financing envirotunen- 
tally sound and sustainable development projects. The Glo- 
bal Environmental Facility, Et up in 1990 under the auspices 
of the World Bank, UNEP. and UNDP. serves “to provide 
grants to developing countries to help them finance projects 
designed to reduce global warming, protect international 
waters, preserve biological diversity and prevent depletion of 
the earth’s ozone layer” (Hiiotto, 1993). 
A more recent mechanism by UNDP to integrate environ- 
mental concerns into developmental planning includes the 
UhQP Guidelines for Environmental Management and Sus- 
tainable Development. which were issued in 1990. ‘“The 
handbook and guidelines will enable UNDP staffattd govem- 
tnent officials to incorporate the principles ofenvironmental 
management and sustainable development into their daily 
activities, particularly in their efforts to promote a sustain- 
able, equitable and participatory development process” 
(UNDP. 1992). ‘Iltese environmental guidelines emphasize 
the need to fmd alternative solutions to pmject implement& 
tion, thereby going beyond problem identification and envi- 
ronmental assessmettt. 
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ANALYSIS 
Althoughtherehasbcennopriorevaluationofenvironmental 
review procedures usedbyintemationalorgattizations,evalu- 
ations of environmental procedures used by U.S. federal 
agencies M not uncommon (Warner ‘ad Preston, 1973; 
Smith, 1974; Keys and Bartlett, 1983: Malik and Bartlett. 
1993). Therefor&. I adopted and derived a list of criteria for 
evaluating the environmental procedures of international 
organizations from these previous studies and evaluations of 
EIAmethodologies(WarnerandFreston, 1973;Smith. 1974). 
with some additions of my own. All of the criteria pcnaitt to 
various analytic functions associated with the consideration 
of environmental concerns in planning and decisionmaking: 
identification, measurement. interpretation, communication, 
resource requirements. and flexibility (Table 2). I formulated 
the criteria as questions and sought answers to each of the 
questions for the environmental procedures published by 
IJN!ZP, the World Bank. and UNDP. respectively. 
Characterization of Procedures 
The primary purpose of this evaluation is to determine ’ 
whether the environmental procedures of LJNEP. the World 
Bank, and IJNDP are minimally adequate in integrating 
environmental considerations into &velonme~t 
defms does not, however, preclude the need : 
%r a higher standard in determining whether these environ- 
mental procedures are adequate. Each criterion was rated on 
al-Oscale.Criteaiathatt wereclearlytnetintheorganization’s 
environmental procedures however minimalIy, were coded 
as yes (yes = 1); those that were not met by an agency’s 
pro&%ures rezetved a rating of 0 (no = 0). For instance, 
environmental procedures for all three organizations pre- 
scribe processes that address a full range of impacts of the 
proposed development project, including environrnetttal. 
health. social, economic. and cultural. Hence, all agencies I 
receive a rating of I for the criterion of comprehensiveness. 0 
The results of the content evaluation of the three organize- 
tions’ environmental procedures. using 27 criteria for evalu- 
ating theii ability to integrate environment and development 
adequately in decisionmaking, are summarized in Table 3. 
The columns present the data for each organization whose 
procedures were examined, and the column totals provide the 
total rating of each organization, indicating the number of 
criteria, up to a possible maximum of 27. met by its environ- 
mental procedures. Each set of environmental procedures 
was examined at least two times as a check on reliability. 
An examination of the column totals for each of the three 
organizations indicates that they all met at least two thirds of 
tbe 27 criteria. with LJNEP and the World Bank meeting 23 
each and UNDP meeting 20. These figures indicate that in 
most respects the environmental pmcedws ofallthree 
organizations se-em to be minimally adequate for integrating 
environmental awareness and considerations into develop- 
mental planning and decisionmaking-most of the criteria 
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Table 2. Criteria for Evaluating Environmental Processes 
A. For lmp~ci IdentMcathn 
1. Comprehensivcnas Does the prchs address a full range of impacts? 
2. Speciikity Arc spcciric environmental paramelcrr identified? 
3. Isolate project impacts Does the process suggest ways of identifying project impacts? 
4. l-Iming* Doer ule pt-xcsr suggest examining impacts in the early stages of planning? 
5. Dalssources Does the process rquire identification of data sources? 
B. For Impact Measurement 
6. Explicit indicatots Dccs the prows suggest specific mcawrable indicators for impact quantification? 
7. Magnitude D0e.s OK plmcess rquirt dctctmination of impact magnitude? 
9. Explicit criteria Does the pmcess rquire that the criteria and assumptions in signiticpncc determinatitioo 
be stated? 
Does the process address lmcmaiaty or the degree of conti&nce in impact pmjectiorLs? 
Does the p”xcss focus on iu~.~ts of low pmbability of occurrence but high potential 
damage? 
12. Mitigatioa* 
13. cc&* 
14. Akmntives mmpatisoa 
IS. scleniotl’ 
Does the pmcess identify a range of mcsrrurcs to mitigate adverse impecu? 
Does th p-r iden@ the EL%& of miti@i”g advase imp&s? 
Doer the process provide P way of comparing alternatives? 
Does the process suggest ways of selecting between ahematives and identifying P plan 
of acthI? 
16. Public involvement Does the process pmvidc a way for public input in the interpretation of impact signi!icance? 
D. For Impact Communiatlon 
17. Affectcdpalties Does the prcccsr link impacts to alTcctcd human gmps? 
18. Senin~deaipticm bCS the PnvsJ “X,“iX a dcscripth Of the CItviroamcOti Wthg? 
19. summaryf- lhs the plmcesr makin a suggested summary f-? 
20. Key issues bS the pmCeU SUggSt a WY Of highlighting hy impXk OT iSSUeS? 
E Resource Rqtdremenk 
21. Data lquiremnu Does the pmxs use cumnt data., or M special studies fquired? 
22. Manpows rqub=mcnts Are special skiul lquiml? 
23. limelquirrmnu How much time is needed to impkwnt the process? 
24. casu whataredlecostsofusingthepruce.ss? 
25. Tecbnologks Are special tecbnologicc rquired? 
F. FkxibiUty 
26. 8caleflexibility Does the piwxss apply to projects of different size or scale? 
27. Range Does the process apply to projects of differzot types? 
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Table 3. Indicators of Adequacy 
World 
ClitedB UNEP Bank UNDP 
A For Jmpacl Identiticatton 
I. Comprebasiveness 1 1 1 
2. Speciticity 1 1 1 
3. Isolate project impacu 1’ I 0 
4. Timing 1 1 1 
5. Data sources 0 I 0 
B. For Lmpact Measurement 
6. Explicit indicatca 1 0 0 
7. MagrdNde 1 1 0 
C. For Impact Interpretadon 
8. Signiiicanee 1 1 1 
9. Explicitcdterh I 1 1 
10. unaaimy I 1 I 
11. Risk 0 0 0 
12. hmigtion 1 1 1 
13. Cast 1 1 0 
14. hlumativescompadson 1 1 1 
IS. Selection 1 0 1 
16. Public involvement 1 1 1 
D. For Impact Communkstion 
17. Affected panta 1 1 1 
ts. setting desmip!im 1 1 1 
19. summary format 1 1 1 
20. Key issues 1 1 1 
E Resource Reqhmenrr 
21. Eata nquil-emcau 1 1 1 
22. MallpQwer~uircmenu 1 1 1 
23. Timcneqtim~ I 1 1 
24. casts I 1 1 
25. Technologies 0 0 0 
F. Elezdbitity 
26. Scakflexibility 0 I 1 
27. Range 1 1 1 
Tows 23 23 20 
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are met. if in some cases only barely. The number of criteria 
met by each organization’s procedures. however. only pro- 
vides a crude measure of adequacy. ‘This measore is not an 
int.xval or even ordinal measure of adequacy, nor are the.% 
the only appropriate criteria, nor are all of equal importance. 
Summary figures do, nonetheless, hint at overall stnngths 
and weaknesses of these organizations’ environmenti pro- 
ccdures. 
The environmental procedures of both lJNEp and the World 
Ba&rated well in impact identification and impact measure- 
ment, missing ooe criteria each, while UNDP’S procedmes 
did not pxform as well and failed to meet four criteria In 
ordertoimpmvetheirperformaace,bothLRJEP’sandUNDP’s 
procedures need to require identitication of data sources 
when identifyiig the potential impacts of proposed develop 
mental projects and activities. Both tbe World Bank’s and 
UNDP’S procedures need to develop specific measurable 
indicators for quantifvinp. the imo.%~;b 
negative, of proposed develwental o 
~&cedores need to provide for ways of identifying 
potdial impacts of proposed projects; only then will its 
environmental review p-be able adequately to measure 
and quantify impacts and determine their magnihxie. 
nx environme ntal pzvc2dme.s of au three orgaoizations 
rated highly with respect to the functions associated with 
impact interpretation. All three prcee.dmes seem to be ad- 
equate in dete rmining whether eovimnmental impacts are 
signifcaat and in identifying the criteria and assumptions 
used in such a determinatioo. whilc&&A&rcc pmced> f 
address the problem of uncertainty in impact identification 
and measurement, none of them focus on tbc issue of risk. that 
is, on impacts of low probability of occurrence but high 
&aEmial damage. - b 
AU thw sets of procedures identify a range of measures for 
mitigating potential adverse enviromeataI tInpam of pro- 
posed developmental activity; they all identify ways of com- 
paring among various alternatives for mitigation; sod they all 
provideavariety of waysofgettingthepublic involvedin the 
environmental review process. The prcadore”? of UNDP 
need toidentif&hosts of the various alternatives for 
$igaiing adverse tmp~.@ln_~pr&r to eosmxa~ 
comparison of alEi%ives. III addi%iWorld Bank’s 
procedures neai to clarify the process by which project. 
managers and the concerned policymakers select among i 
alternatives and desigo an appropriate plan of action. F. 
Au three sea of environmental pmceduns met all tbecriteris 
pertaining to impact communicatioa and all but one pertain- 
ing to resource rquirements. Although the document or 
format used by each type of environmental process to com- 
municate impacts of proposed developmental projects differs 
in length emphastt. and specificity. all three pmccss% 
nonetheless. linked impacts to affected human groups, re- 
qoired a description of the environmental setling. provided a 
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summary format. and highlighted key impacts and issues. 
need for data, skilled manpower, a realistic timetable and] 
schedule. and financial resources in order to C-A. 
EA. and EM processes efficiently and adequately. 
Finally, although UNEP’s EIA procedures apply only to 
major de,velopment projects, such as building a hydroelectric 
damordevelopingaharbor,the WorldBank’sEAprocedwes 
and UNDP’s EM procedures are applicable for development \ 
projecuofdifferentscaleandsize.Theproceduresofallthree 1 
organizations apply to development projects of different ! 
types. ranging from forestry and fishery to industrial and 
agtiC”lNral. r’ 
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
Do tbe environmental procedures of all three international 
organizations-UNEP, the World Bank, and UNDP-pro- 
vi& adequate guidance for integrating environmental aware- 
ness and considerations into developmental planning and 
decisionmaking? The preceding analysis indicates that tbe 
variousenvironm~talreviewproceduresusedbytheseorga- 
nizations are minimally adequate in integrating envimnmen- 
tal concerns into the planning, approval, and implementation 
of proposed developrnemal activity. Despite the fact that 
environmental procedures published by international organi- 
zations are of necessity general and, in some places, ambigu- 
ous, the environmental procedures of these three intema- 
tional organizations contain a sutprising amount of detailed 
and specific information and guidance, which enhances their 
adequacy and usefulness to their users. 
Despite a certain level of generality and flexibility, these 
procedures have the potential to provide meaningful and 
weft11 guidance in tbe complexities of the developmental 
planning and policy process and enable policymakers to 
integrate environmental concerns thoroughly and systemati- 
cally into all phases of developmental policy. programs. and 
projects. These procedures prescribe a comprehensive ap- 
proach that considers a multimde of effects of proposed 
devclopmenralorotheractivityonthe humanenvimnmentso 
that they presem, as close as possible. a complete picture of 
the costs and benefits of a proposed action. All three proce- 
duresalsopmvideforpublicparticipationat various stagesof 
their respective environmental review processes. 
More significantly. environmental review procedures estab- 
lished by international organizations also serve as important 
vehicles forfacilitating international environmental coopera- 
tion among the vat-ions actors involved, whether they be 
national govem”teats or government officials. On the 0°C 
handintemationalorganizationscanusetheirenvironmental 
review procedures as a means for forging cOnxm”S among 
the various actors involved on the goals of swainable devel- 
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opment, on the criteria for deciding among project options, 
and for establishing a common process of decisionmaking. 
International organizations. however. can go beyond this role 
by using their environmental review procedures to encourage 
or. in cases of stricter legal requirements. force actors to 
defme developmental and other goals that are more environ- 
mentally conscious and to integrate environmental concerns 
into planning and decisionmaking. thereby influencing, and 
even changing, their interests and behavior. 
Issuing and publishing environmental procedures. however. 
isnotenoughtoensuretheireffectiveimplementation.Futtue 
progrrssoftheseenvironmentalprocessesattheintemational 
level is contingent upon determining the circumstances and 
conditions under which they are most likely to be effective in 
integmtingenvimnmentanddevelopmentindecisionm&ing. 
One condition for likely success of these procedures is if they 
are formulated and implemented in aformal-explicit manner. 
that is, if there is a legal requirement for their application. if 
an environmental impact statement (EIS) is required, and 
where appropriate authorities are held accountable for con- 
sidering results of these processes in decisionmaking ‘ 
(Caldwell. 1989: I I). Other factors affecting tbeefticiency of 
these environmental review procedures include the follow- ) 
ing: tbeiracceptance witbin andoutside theorganization. the 
growth of scientific knowledge, and the capacitypf barow- I 
en to conduct them (Le Prestre. c e 
Furthermore. environmental prccedures cannot be effective 
if they only contain a single report, such as the EIS, at the end 
of tbe planning process which analyzes tbe environmental 
impacts of the proposed action for the decisionmaker: such 
repa-ts are often used to justify and rationalize plans already 
chosen. In addition, using these environmental procedures at 
tbe project level alone is not enough to ensure effective and 
adequate integration of environmental concerns in develop 
mental planning and decisionmaking. For instance, EIA at 
the project level tends to yield fragmented. not compreben- 
sive.analysisthatfocusesonthecnvironmentalconseguences 
of individual projws. Application of EIA at the overall 
policy planning and program levelsinstead would ensure that 
policy choices are the result of having considered all the, I 
alternatives and their environmental consequences. thereby 
rendering the EL4 process more effective in promoting envi- 
ronmentally sound development. 
0 i 
Although international organizations can provide guidance 
on integrating environmental concerns into developmental 
planning, the real responsibility for achieving envimnmen- 
tally sound and sustainable development lies in the hands of 
policymakers, at the national and international levels. who 
use these procedures. Most govemmenu, particularly those ’ 
of developing countries, face difftculty in integrating envi- 
ronmental c~ncertx into development at the planning and 
policy levels. Decisionmakers in these countries must weigh I 
c&idly the needs of tbe present generation to overcome 
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poverty. on the one hand. and the resource base and needs of 
future generations. on the other hand (IJNEP. 1989a). 
Adding to these problems are the cost and duration of con- 
ducting environmental review processes. Although the cost 
of EAs or EIAs is estimated at less than I percent of the costs 
of any major development project (UNEP. 1988: IS). it may 
still be too much to bear by some developing countries. 
Furthermore,althoughsustainableandenvironmentallysoun;r 
development is cheaper and more cost effective in the long 
term, in tbe short term it may be considerably more expensive 
than existing methods. Many developing countries also face 
a lack of adequate resources, such as up-to-date data. skilled 
manpower. and adequate amount of time, that hinder their 
ability to integrateenvironmentalconcerns intodevelopmen- 
tal planning and decisionmaking. 
The lengthy duration of environmental review processes, 
generallv takine between six to eighteen months to conduct, 
funher hinders speedy progress on projects. In attempts to 
protect their national sovereignty over developmental policy 
and projects. many developing countries are also unwilling to 
accept such resources through development assistance for 
fear of conditionality (UNEP, 1989b). Unless and until these 
problems are addressed. it will be difficult to ensure that 
environmental review processes will be adequate and effec- 
tive in integrating environmental concerns in developmental 4 
planning and decisionmaking. 
These problems faced by developing countries further illus- 
u-ate the necessity of placing environmental review pro- 
cesses, such as ELA. EA. and EM, into a larger context. As 
technical and policy tools, these environmental review pm- 
cesses are conducted under varying political realities and 
under a range of institutional and legal requirements and 
constraints. In many instances. the environmental review 
process itself has become more signiticant than the product, 
thereby rendering these processes more political than envi- 
ronmentalinsrmments(LeRcsue. 1595).Theyservemoreto 
build consensus among the diverse actors involved than to 
integrate environmental concerns into the decisionmaking 
process. 
EAs are tools for decisionmaking and ccmsensus 
_ building,not blueprintsforprotection.Theirprimay 
tiimtioon is to %@‘?educc palmcal and economic 
liabilities and build local constituencies. Their tech- 
nicalmeriuaresecondarytothisfunction.~Presne. 
1995) 
Furthermore, in some coutmies, environmental review pro- 
cesses of international organizations are used as the founda- 
tions for legal and institutional requirements in 
decisionmaking, whereas in other countries such require- 
menuareabsent.Itis,thus.necessarytobeawareofthelarger 
political, institutional, and legal contexts within which envi- 
ronmental review processes are conducted such that we have 
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realistic expectations of these processes and we CM avoid 
attributing undue credit and blame to them. 
In conclusion. international organizations continue to make 
substantial effon to incorporate environmental concerns in 
theirregularoperations. Ageatdeal ofwork isixingdone to 
clarify the linkages between development and the environ- 
ment and to integrate environmental and resource manage- 
ment concerns more effectively in the economic 
decisionmaking process. Despite the growing usefulness and 
significance of environmental review procedures, we should 
recognize tit these procedures. and the processes that they 
prescribe, arc only part of the answer to coping with the 
degradation of the global environment and unsound develop- 
ment practices. Initiation of environmentally sound policies 
and practices has to come from within the relevant national 
bureaucracies and international organizations through the 
process of organizational learning. Funhermore, the real test 
of these procedures lies in their actual implementation and in 
their ability to predict. minimize, and mitigate adverse envi- 
ronmental impacts of proposed and implemented develop 
mental projects and activity. 
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Executive Summary 
The World Bank’s technical assistance work with new environmental protection institutions @PI’s) stresses cost- 
effective regulation, with implementation of market-based pollution control instruments wherever this is feasible. At 
present, however, few EPI’s can do the requisite benefit-cost analysis because they lack data on industrial emissions 
and abatement costs. For the foreseeable future, appropriate estimation methods will therefore have to be employed 
as complements to direct measures of environmental parameters at the firm level. We are developing the Industrial 
Pollution Projection System (IPPS) as a comprehensive response to this need. Estimation of IPPS parameters is also 
giving us a much clearer and more detailed view of the sources of industrial pollution. In this paper, we report on our 
findings to date 
IPPS has been developed to exploit the fact that industrial pollution is heavily affected by the scale of industrial 
I 
activity, its sectoral composition, and the process technologies which are employed in production. Although most 
developing countries have little or no industrial pollution data, many of them have relatively detailed industry survey 
information on employment, value added or output. IPPS is designed to convert this information to the best feasible 
I 
profile ofthe associated pollutant output for countries, regions, urban areas, or proposed new projects. It operates 
through sector estimates of pollution intensity, or pollution per unit of activity 
I 
We are developing IPPS in two phases. We have estimated the first prototype from a massive U.S. data base, 
developed by PRDEI in collaboration with the Center for Economic Studies of the U.S. Census Bureau and the U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency. This data base was created by merging Manufacturing Census file data with US 
I 
EPA data on air, water and solid waste emissions. It contains complete environmental, economic and geographic 
information for approximately 200,000 factories in ah regions of the United States. The first prototype of IPPS spans 
approximately 1,500 product categories, all operating technologies, and hundreds of pollutants. It can separately 
I 
project air, water, and solid waste emissions, and incorporates a range of risk factors for human toxic and ecotoxic 
effects. It can also project emissions of some greenhouse gases and several compounds which are hazardous to the 
ozone layer. Since it has been developed from a database of unprecedented size and depth, it is undoubtedly the most 
I 
comprehensive system of its kind in the world. 
We recognize, however, that this is only the beginning. Although much more detailed empirical research is needed 
on the sources of variation in industrial pollution, it is already clear that great differences are attributable to 
cross-country and cross-regional variations in relative prices, economic and sectoral policies, and strictness of 
regulation. The second phase of IPPS development will, therefore, have to be even more ambitious than the first. We 
are now undertaking an econometric research project which will use plant-level data from many countries to quantify 
the major sources of international and interregional variation in industrial pollution. This project should help identity 
the policies which have reduced industrial pollution most cost-effectively under different conditions. By quantifying 
the effect of country- and region-specific policy and economic variables, it should also provide the basis for adjusting 
IPPS to conditions in a wide variety of national and regional economies. 
I 
We have learned a number of valuable things from first-phase development and application of IPPS: 
Industrial pollution problems vary substantially across countries, and across regions within countries. We have 
therefore estimated intensities for a large number of air, water and toxic pollutants. To illustrate, at the broadest 
I level of pollutant aggregation, IPPS intensity estimates are available for the sum of aI1 toxic pollutants released to all media (air, water, land). At the narrowest level, separate intensities have been estimated for air, water and 
land release of over 100 toxic polhttants. 
I Complementary economic data for developing countries can be somewhat randomly available by variable and level of aggregation. We have therefore found it useful to estimate IPPS parameters at the 2-, 3-, and 4-d@ 
levels of aggregation in the International Standard Industrial Classification (ISIC). At each ISIC level, we have 
I estimated pollution intensities, or emissions per unit of activity, using ah three economic variables which are commonly available: Value of output, value added and employment. For cases where extremely detailed data 
are available, we have also estimated sectoral parameters at the U.S. 4- and S-digit SIC levels. In the latter 
I case, the estimates include some information for over 1,000 industry sectors, For individual pollutants, we find generally high correlations across intensities based on output value, value 
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I 
added and employment. At a purely ‘mechanical’ level, we therefore find little to distinguish the three sets of 
intensity measures as bases for pollution projection. However, basic economic reasoning does suggest that 
employment-based intensities may be preferable for pollution projection in developing countries. The logic is 
as follows: (1) Effective environmental regulation is thought to be quite income-elastic, although careful 
empirical work on cross-country data has yet to be done; (2) Sectoral pollution is thought to be quite 
responsive to effective environmental regulation in many cases; (3) Most cross- country econometric studies of 
sectoral labor demand find relatively high wage elasticities; (4) From (l)-(3), we can conclude that both 
sectoral pollution and sectoral labor demand will rise substantially as we move from richer (high- wage, 
high-regulation) to poorer (low-wage, low-regulation) economies. Since pollution and employment vary in the 
same direction, the variation in pollution intensity with respect to employment (PIE) may well be less than 
variation in pollution per unit of output. Very preliminary tests on U.S. and Indonesian sectoral data for water 
pollution provide support for this hypothesis, showing much higher variation for value-based intensities than 
for employment- based estimates. 
We have uncovered what looks like an “iron law” of pollution intensity for all pollutants and levels of 
aggregation: Sectoral intensities are always exponentially distributed, with a few highly intensive sectors an~d 
many which have very low intensities. High-intensity sectors differ markedly across pollutants (see below), but 
the exponential pattern persists. The implication for applied work is clear: Pollution projections should alway-s 
be done with the most disaggregated data available. The resulting gains in accuracy are often quite striking. 
Although the phrase “pollution intensive” is commonly applied to industry sectors, it can be quite misleading~ 
We find a very diverse pattern of sectoral intensity correlations across pollutants. Intensity correlations are 
sometimes high within similar classes (e.g., nitrogen dioxide and sulphur dioxide among air pollutants; 
biological oxygen demand and suspended solids among water pollutants). Across classes, however, intensity 
correlations are sometimes quite low. 
IPPS parameters can be estimated differently, depending on the types of complementary data which are 
available. For the present purposes, we have used our U.S. factory sample to compute three basic types of 
indices. The first, or Upper Bound, estimates are computed from the subsample of factories which we have 
succeeded in matching between the EPA and Census data bases. Since no common ID codes are available, this 
has been a difficult process and inevitably entailed the loss of information from many plants. EPA files are 
kept only on firms which are significant pollutors, so we know that our matched sample provides an 
upward-biased estimate of general sectoral pollution intensity. Developing-country factories tend to be more 
pollution-intensive, however, so these estimates provide at least a partial correction. 
We have produced complementary Lower Bound estimates for U.S. plants by summing all EPA-recorded 
pollution by sector and dividing by all Census-recorded output or employment. This makes maximum use of 
the EPA sample (the Census data cover the whole population of firms), but implicitly counts pollution from all 
non-EPA-recorded firms as zero. This is an underestimate, so the Lower Bound intensities should be 
conservative. In both Upper and Lower Bound cases, we know that the presence of large outliers in the data 
can have an important impact on sector-specific results. As an alternative, we have computed pollution 
intensities for all plants separately using the subsample of matched dam, and then estimated Interquartile Mean 
intensities. This eliminates the possible influence of outliers and provides a robust measure of central tendenq. 
Each set of statistics can be useful in particular contexts, as discussed in the paper. 
IPPS has already been applied in several World Bank analyses, most notably in two recent World Bank publications 
I Carter Brandon and Ramesh Ramankutty, Asia: Environment and Development (1993); and Richard Cab&s, et. al., Indonesia: Environment and Development (1994). Inside the Bank, sector reports for Mexico, Malaysia and several 
Middle Eastern countries have also used IPPS-based estimates. JPPS has been used to produce the first 
I comprehensive cross-country estimates oftoxic pollution in World Resources 1994-95 (Table 12.4) published by the World Resources Institute. Recent work on trade and the environment by the OECD has also been based on IPPS, 
most notably the paper by David Roland-Holst and Hiro Lee: “International Trade and the Transfer of Environmental 
I Costs and Benefits” (OECD, December 1993). 
During the next year, we anticipate very rapid movement on Phase II of IPPS development: adjustment to conditions 
I in other economies. At the conclusion of Phase I, we can offer a massive database of pollution parameters which are immediately usable for environmental planning and analysis. Many of our results are available in .wkl and 
ASCII-tab delimited format from the Intensities Datasets oae. 
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(rceeived 24 July) you supplied to us. I had, in fact, signed this before my depaztura l st 
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you in Zurich I am checking up with the pcrson that handles the contracts. They are 
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TERMSOF REFERENCE 
ENVIROh’MENTAL CONSULTANT 
BURMNA FASO hlNlI’% SECTOR PROJECT PREPARATION 
The governmeut of Burkina Faso, assisted by relevant Bank staff, is prqxuing an IDA credit to 
fund technical assistance for the mining saotor. The credit is expected to be in tbe amount of 
WS$ 15 18 million and be implemented over Eve years. The principal components ofths credit 
are de&r&d 10: (i) reform the rogulato@fiical conditlods apd shngd~ol government 
supervisory in&utions; (ii) upqade tho gedoa and (and msna8emeM tibases; (iii) 
restruchre key government insttiions and build capacity within them ti better execute their 
mandates, and (iv) stwogtbsn the government’s abjlity to manage and monitor the onvhonmemal 
‘bnpacts that minlag development may have. 
Burkina has little institiood capacity or international be.st practices experience with respect 
envimnmentd protection in the mining sector. The Bank and other donors have funded some 
efforts to develop aNa!iooal Environmental Ation Plan and have beeu insttwnonti in setting 
up the Ministry of the Environment and Touri$m. In view of the very significant impacts tha! 
mining eat have on the environment the credti will fund recbnical a&tance ta enhance 
gov~mt capacity to: (i) preparc relevant cnvimnmental leglslatlan and regulations, in&ding 
smndards and q mms to be applied in the rector, (ii) increase human capacity, in both the public 
and private sectors, to better con&11 nod bc aware. of environmental protectioo; (iii) in- 
govomnont capacity to evaluate enviromncatal impact statements od to assess tba meawes 
and plans pmposcd by the investor to protect he environment; (iv) provide training in the 
scieotific diicipliie3 necessary for monitoring compliance; (v) encomagement of a &al goods 
and senices industsy with rqcct to environmental protectiou; (vi) cany out programs to 
educate and sensitiz tbo a&ans in environm cotal protection, mine health, safety, security and 
sanitation; (vii) conduc an environmental baseline study of selected areas where sign&ant 
exploration sctiviry is taking place; (viii) ncquire wxne laboratory and field testing and analytical 
equipment and (ii) rtudytbo onvironmmtal impact ofartisanal worldogs. 
Tbs only operating industrial mine In Burkha Faso at Pourra ww wmmissioned in 1984 and 
wa dosigned to iotorporate tbo then current bxarnarional standards in tprms of the eovironmwt, 
eqaoially in respect oftsiliigs and toxic wsta disposal. None.tbalarn, over the years of 
operation there could be “hidden” environmental IiabiJities. The asseasmcnt and eventual 
remediation of these IiMities will be a key element ifthc govammcnt is to attract privam sector 
partners CO this mine. A q ew private s&or investor will not wish to assume msponsabilities for 
past onvironmantal Wiltties. ‘Ilwef~ore, the project would fond an environmental audit of tbc 
mine to dotcrmiue the nature ami extant of any pm-exiaahtg e0viromnental liabilities. The 
project may also fund remediation of environmental problems dstened during the audit, to the 
extent CO which such remedidiation is requited to succesaF.dly wnclude the priwisation of the 
mjnc. Fwthor, assuming that the cumnt efforts to prh+attac the mine do not succeed and the 
government akes the decision to close the mine, tbo project will fund mrvi~e&d remed&icm 
and closure cosu to tender thq ska safe. 
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A senior envimnmental cen.Mant is required to participate in the preparation of this project. As 
s member of the mission team the consultant will bo responsible for proparlng the envimamontal 
compouent of the credit. The consultant wlh work with relevant government officiels and other 
mission team members to: 
1) Assess the extent and adequateness of currant onviromnenml legislation and regulations, the 
govonunont administrative sot-up for environmental managomont, and the skill capabilities of 
local public and private SM. Based on this assessment, the consultant will prepare the major 
activities and terms of reforeuco (including rough CM estimates) for technical assiofance to 
complete the legS+tivc Oarnowork and build capacity. Particular emphasis should bo placed on 
training requirom~ encouraging privato sectur rospunso. cdueation and public seasitizatiun 
camnaigns, and requirements for laburatory and tasting equipment. 
2) Numarous tutism~al workings cxi3t throughout he cuuntry: The can&ant wiO propme an 
initial prolimii assessment oftbe envloumontal prubloms pssuciatod with those workings. 
‘Iho coaeuhant will prupnso project activities and terms of mforonce (including mugh cost 
estimates) for any romodial and site rehabilitation work, ifwarranted. 
3) The ennsultant will visit the Puurra gold mine and m&o a preliminary asseSSmeut of me 
onvimmnontal problems and conditions which msy be usuciatod with it. The consultant will 
pmparo terms of roforenue, inoludhrg cost e&nates, fur consultancy sorvicos for an 
onvironmentnl audit of tbo miuo. Based on the consultrot’s oxperiencc, a tough estimate should 
also be made of the scope and cost of services roquirod for any remedition of envimumontal 
problems. 
4) Numemus lecal and international companies are s&e oxpluring in Burkiua Faso. It is 
likely that over the next several years one or mum major @Id mines could be developed. The 
wnsultmt will prepare terma ufroferonco (icluding cost estimates) for environmental baselimo 
studits to be prepared for selected areas considered the most prqective for mine devolopmout, 
The bp;eline studios would provide the fundamental onvirumnental parameters to bo considered 
by the government aud private scctur investors retarding tho impacts and prnrectlve meaauros 
roqtdred for mino dovolopmen. 
5) Other Uutiw w may ba requested by the task manager during the mission. 
The duration of the assignment will be 25 working days. Ofthis, approximately 22 days will ba 
spentinthofield. 
llx COnsUltauI Will have at least 20 years WcperlenCe with 0oVimntnee~ atdor Garth scieuces 
dopartmouts of mqjor acsdomio InstiMinns or mearch idtmes. The consultant will bo 
thuruugbly wnvorsant with the onvimnmontal problems assuciatcd with the miuing indusuy 
incMing, but not limii to: acid mine aud rock drainago, tailings traaunout and stabilizati~ 
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mhnbiMaUon aud contouring of land surfaces, disposal of taxic substances, aud biodiiersity 
issues. IO addltioo, familiarity with interuatione.l best pin&~ in rcspeet of eovironmontal 
tqdations and standards would ba urafw es well a~ the functions and nqtiremeots of 
government institutious to enforce and monitor enviromueotal cmnpliansc. Bapio meexb end 
application of “organic” or “nao-enginesred” teehuiqucs of in-pit acid water remedlatioo is
reguired. The consulrant will be able to cmveree in the French language and have appropriate 
academic credentials. 
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